Krui, South Sumatra. Rian (left) and Dylan (right) pose for photograph. This was a possible candidate for our
DVD cover shot. Although we didn’t have all our gear, the coconut plantation made for awesome lighting and
scenery, very tropical.

Foreword

Front Shot

Rian and I were always after an adventure, we threw up a few ideas after finishing university and decided on
a crazy one. Cycling and surfing across the Indonesian Archipelago.

This image was taken by a another surfer we had met at
the home stay in West Java. He was from Romania and
is a keen surfer and snowboarder, but more importantly
he did filming for Red bull and his own productions.

After cycling, surfing, filming and surviving a once in a lifetime adventure, we present this collection of
journal entries and photographs. It will hopefully give you some insight into travelling across the beautiful
country of Indonesia and behind making of our first documentary.
While travelling to the Mentawai islands I was in conversation with a local man, he asked what we were
doing as so often people did. I said “We are trying to eat, sleep and surf.” He replied “Aaa makan, tidur,
surf.” And so please enjoy Makan, Tidur, Surf - 115 days of travelling through the Indonesian Archipelago.

We usually only get photos of each other, as it’s
normally just the two of us. This was one of the
challenges we had to overcome, because we were
the film crew, there was no support or cameramen
following us.
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Dylan cycling in West Java, Indonesia with camera
in hand. This was a small section of unsealed road.
Local residence had placed rocks in the road to slow
down traffic. The Buff comes in useful.

Aceh P rovi nce

Day 2 – Kuala Lumpur
to Banda Aceh.
Our Indo Dream!
I was up at the crack of dawn this morning and
decided to get some filming and a video diary done in
the humid morning weather. Dylan soon woke and we
attacked the buffet breakfast before catching another
van back to the airport where we went through the
process from the day before all over again. Only $84
excess was charged – not bad!
The brief 30 minute flight saw us fly in over Banda
Aceh and grasp a clear view of the devastation the
2004 Boxing Day Tsunami caused. We soon landed
and made our way through immigration which we
both found out quickly, had no system. It was a free
for all and we had to push our way to the front. After

Banda Aceh, June 2009

Day 1 – Gold Coast to Kuala Lumpur – D-Day!
We spent the night on the Gold Coast, Queensland, and woke at about 5am to get our things ready for the 8
hour flight to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. I met Dylan at the Coolangatta International Airport where we lined
up in the Air Asia check in desks. After a small run own of our big adventure to the staff, they very kindly
ignored our 100kg overweight limit with the x4 bike boxes and scanned them through! Fantastic, that was a
couple of hundred dollars we weren’t looking forward to spending. We said our goodbyes to our families and
walked through the security checkpoint. This was it our 18 month dream to get to Indonesia had finally began.
Once on board all we could discuss was the upcoming trip and what we thought it would be like – nothing
could prepare us for what was about to happen in the upcoming days.
We landed in Kuala Lumpur at around 3.30pm and made it through customs with no dramas. I managed to
track down a transport a woman who was able to organise for a van to pick us up with our bike boxes and take
us to our overnight accommodation at the Concorde KLIA about 20 mins from the airport. We soon checked
in and began the filming process. A quick swim in the pool, beer and last bit of luxury was all absorbed before
we were to head off to Banda Aceh the next day. I rang our contact in Banda, Katie Pavett, and checked to see
if all was good to go! No Dramas!

Above: At the Gold Coast airport, feeling a mixture of
emotions but more excited than anything.
Right: Rian waiting with the 4 bike boxes with all of
our equipment. The boxes only just lasted to Banda
Aceh before they fell apart.

collecting our boxes, customs nabbed us a decided
to crack the boxes open and check out the goodies
inside for 20 mins. After they were satisfied we met
with Katie out the front and made introductions. She
introduced us to Joel, a young local surfer who ran a
number of beach bungalows and Italian restaurant
in Lampuo. After we loaded up the Nissan truck,
Joel took us on a private tour of Banda Aceh and
showcased the devastation and rebuilding of the
coastal fishing city. Both Dylan and I ha to pinch
ourselves as we tried to take in what ha actually
happened that one day 5 years ago. We came across a
fishing boat that had been taken in over 8kms inland
and wedged into a house. The boat still stands there
and is used as a memorial for the lives lost.
We made our way back to his local village on the
beach where we enjoyed a cold drink followed by the
re-opening of the bike boxes that ha traveled such a
distance. It was time to see the damage created.

Dylan’s bike came out without a scratch. Mine
however had literally fallen apart. Every washer, screw,
bolt, nut, plate – you name it. Luckily I met a dive
instructor named Ramman, and we were both able to
put the bike back together in about an hour. With the
entire bike prepared and ready to go, we headed for
the beach with our new friends and enjoyed our first
Indonesian sunset before diving into some beautiful
homemade pizzas made by Joel in his kiln. Joel is
trying to restart his business and create an income for
his village where surfers used to frequently visit. He
now employs several orphaned children who live in
and run the restaurant. He reckons that in just under
a year, the first of his new bungalows will be up and
ready to go – we will both be back with friends and
can’t wait to check out the surf next time!

Above: Rian, Siti, Katie and Dylan at a
school where many orphens attend.
Above Centre: Rian at Lhokoret beach
where Joels bungalos once were, they
have since been rebuilt.

Day 3 – Banda Aceh Children of Sumatra
After a quick dip in the ocean to cool off we met
with Katie Pavett from Children of Sumatra. Katie
has been living in Indonesia for about 14 years and
decided to create this charity. You can check out
the work she does along with a number of inspiring
videos at http://farthingdown.brinkster.net/cos/index.
htm - Katie has offered to be our unofficial travel
guide, language interpreter and Indonesian fixer!
Much appreciated!
We headed for a small village which was directly
affected by the Tsunami. We were introduced to a
woman named Natasha he has been volunteering her
time in aid of the rebuild of Banda Aceh, specifically
teaching many of the primary school children from
surrounding villages. We visited the school were the
girls performed a number of traditional Acehnesse

dances after which we took a tour of the brick factory
each of the children works in the support themselves.
Recently the charity used to run the school received
some small funding and their major investment was
a 15m blow up swimming pool which was extremely
impressive. The children have since learnt to swim
and use the pool as a reward. The day at the school
so far had been very moving and a young boy had
offered me his drawing which incorporated the
tsunami, helicopters, a swimming pool and some very
revealing words which in short basically describe what
happened that day. I still have that picture in my diary.
After a very fulfilling and eye opening day, we headed
back for our final night in the village and enjoyed a
few beers and some pizza before hitting the sack.

Left: Children
preforming a
traditional welcome
dance for us, we were
very privilaged.

First puncture day 1 and it’s a 4cm sliced tyre.

Day 4 – Banda Aceh to
Lam No – Ready, Set,
GO!
With Joel and Katie’s phone numbers in our pocket,
we set off down the Indonesia coastline in search of
waves, adventure and excitement. The next 3 months
were going to have many mixed emotions and I
couldn’t wait to see what Indonesia had to offer. A
quick rice breakfast and a malaria tablet outside of
town, Dylan and I were surprised at the quality of
road. It was better than any Australian road I had
ridden. We soon realised that it had just recently
been rebuilt. We made our way down the coastline
and looked on with amazement at the scenery. Just so
beautiful. Bays of white sand, small wooden shacks
selling cigarette’s and rice, children running out to
see these strange contraptions we were riding – it was
everything we expected.
Mountain Number 1 soon came into view and we
dominated it being so fresh legged. The downhill
saw us enter the next bay which led onto Mountain
Number 2. Half way up I couldn’t take the burn and
ended up pushing. Once meeting Dylan at the top, we
met a man on a motorbike named Arefat. His English
was just about perfect and he offered us a floor to
sleep on in his village about 30kms away. We would
meet him later that day. The smooth black tarmac

soon turned into an orange, rocky, off road path. As
we settled into our paces we were met by a Canadian
and American run charity group helping rebuild
some local villages. They offered us a free lunch in
return for some photos and some good conversation.
Pushing on we made it to Lam No, a coastal town
with a mechanic and hairdresser. But first we had to
tackle Mountain Number 3. Not only was this road
long and steep, but it was dangerous as it weaved
along the coastline with a steep cliff face. Dylan then
decided to hit the biggest and sharpest rock on the
road and puncture his tire. After a quick fix we made
it into town where I was suddenly hit with extreme
heat exhaustion. The average temperature between
10am and 3.30pm is about 35 degrees with about
90% humidity. We had consumed well over 20 liters
of water between us that day and clearly it wasn’t
enough. Arefat took us to the local river for a bath
and cool down before I settled in for an early night
nursing a headache and nausea. I passed out and slept
like a log for 12 hours. What a day! I then received
some supportive words from friends and family.

Kids stoked to see us in the water, they joined us without clothes and bodyboarded with planks of wood.

Day 5 – Lam No to
Lhokkruet – What have
we got ourselves in
to?!
After waking and feeling refreshed we nipped into
town to fix Dylan’s tyre before stocking up on local
phone credit and making way to the raft crossing.
Four 4wds squeezed on using planks of wood to
balance their vehicals onto the 3 lashed wooden boats.
The small engine on the side allowed the skilled
driver to use the currents to maneuver the boat to
the other side safely. We were heading for the town
of Lhokkruet about 50kms away. The big difference
today was there was no road. You had to make your
own way on the dirt track. They are currently in
the middle of constructing the new road after the
Tsunami – it will be brilliant when complete. Trying
to learn from yesterday’s mistakes, we weren’t taking
water, hats or sunscreen for granted. My hands got
so burnt it hurt to open and close the grip to brake
the bike. We met a local NGO (Non Government
Organisation) named Aguse. He was able to point us
in the right direction and helped translate to acquire
that night’s accommodation. We ended up staying
in a small Muslim populated fishing village with an
awesome beach break. We slept on a filthy tiled floor
behind the market place. After a great surf which
seemed to help wash away the previous 48hrs we

headed for bed in our mosquito ridden room. Now
both Dylan and I still agree that it was the worst
night slept possible! The heat was tremendous, Dylan
starting having a severe reaction to the Malaria
medication including numbness in both hands and a
very irritable rash on his neck and chest. It was a long,
long night!

Day 6 – Lhokkruet to
Calang – Much needed
sleep!
After only a few hours sleep we decided to hit the
road at the crack of dawn. We were heading for the
lively town of Calang. Calang was the second worst
hit by the Tsunami as it lost all infrastructures and
over 80% of its 200,000 population. The sun today was
as hot as ever. With the humidity away for the day it
clears the sky’s of haze and allows for the sunshine to
come through – this as a result equals extreme heat.
We only had to travel 30km today but we made about
7 stops in just 4 hours as to escape to the shade of a
parked truck, nearby tree or shop front. After finding
the one and only hotel in town we checked in and
were lucky enough to get an A/C (air-conditioned)
room. A fresh water bucket wash and rinse down was
just what the doctor ordered. We spent most of the
rest of the day in the room relaxing and recovering
from our 150km journey the previous 3 days had seen

us tackle. We had a big talk and got out some of the
issues these first few days had created. It was decided
that although miserable, we wanted to surf and rest
our weary legs. We would now catch a minivan to
Meulaboh, some 2 hrs away. From there we were to
catch a ferry to the island of Simelue where there is
rumored to be excellent surf and sea breezes. Thank
you Lonely Planet guide.

Day 7 – Calang
to Meulaboh to
Labuhanhaji – Oh
No! – Catching a Bus
already!
We were up at the crack of dawn for a salted fish
and cucumber breakfast when we bumped into
some documentary filmers in town to film the posttsunami rebuild. After a nice chat, one lady appeared
from nowhere and commented on how she had seen
our website and had been following our progress.
Amazing! Next thing we know were on the bus,

bikes lashed to the roof and heading towards our
destination to catch the ferry. However if Indonesia
had taught us anything over the past few days of
traveling, it was that things never go to plan. When
we got to Meulaboh we were surrounded by yelling
salesmen trying to porter us out off the packed
marketplace and to the local hotel. As we managed to
inform them of our plans to get to the ferry we soon
found from a shop front man that the actually ferry
was a further 4hr van drive. An executive decision
was made and the bikes, trailers and boards were once
again up on the roof racks. 15 people crammed into
an 8 seater isn’t the most comfortable riding position
for 4 hrs, but we made it in one piece and after
organizing a lift with a local man sharing the same
van ride, we had our transport set for the following
morning. We cycled to the nearest Losmon and
managed to lock the bikes up. A quick dinner and talk
with the local scene saw us describing what it is we
were doing and why. They looked at us as if we were
crazy, and after seeing the map of the planned trip,
laughed and moved along.

Left: Rian stuck in the back of the van on top of many
bags of luggage.
Right: Dylan with 2 locals at one of 2 river ferry
crossings for the day. Notice the height difference.

Pa l au S im e u lu e

Day 8 – Labuhanhaji to
Simeulue – Secret surf
break time!
There was a bang on the door at 5am. The owner, who
didn’t know a word of English, got us to move our
bikes outside as the restaurant was about to open for
business. As we walked down the steep steps we soon
found ourselves amongst hundreds of people. Where
had they come from? We spoke with an Indonesian
journalist who paid for our breakfast. He informed us
that the ferry infact left later that night and not this
morning. We rang our Aceh friend Joel, and he was
able to translate for us. We needed x2 tickets to the
island of Simelue and we had bikes to bring with us.
After paying for and receiving our tickets we had the
rest of the day to relax.
When I walked down the jetty to check out the
ferry we would be taking, I turned around and
caught glimpse of a reef break in the distance. I ran
frantically to get Dylan. We grabbed our boards and
cameras and walked in the direction we assumed

would get us to the break. It was perfect. Empty, small
wooden shack serving sweet coffee, shade and our
first reef break. As Dylan paddled out I set up the
cameras and entertained some of the local children.
This powerful and rather scary and intimidating
wave was soon mastered and we both enjoyed a great
session. That afternoon saw us preparing our bikes for
the 8hr boat ride and charging up the much needed
ipods. We jumped on the boat, secured the bikes away
underneath a parked lorry, found our VIP seats which
included A/C and settled in for the night.

Day 9 – Simeulue –
Scariest night of our
lives (Surfing – Willies
Place)
1am was when I first woke to the sound of someone
throwing up. Somehow I had received the toilet
seat. Ha. That meant I met everyone who needed
the bathroom as they would have to walk past me.
2am came around and I had about 20mins of sleep
under my belt. All of a sudden a rouge wave from the

howling westerly winds hit the ferry and water soaked
the deck. There was a huge commotion, yelling and
screaming. Next thing I know several men ran into
the VIP room and went straight for the lifejackets.
People were woke, babies started crying, luggage
thrown across the room. What the hell was going on?
I nudged Dylan as we both looked weary eyed upon
chaos. The one and only thought I kept clinging to
was, ‘What do I need if we go overboard’? I had my
board and fins at my feet which I knew would be
safer than the flimsy lifejackets, which by this stage
had just about disappeared. Then I thought that if I
wrapped my phone in a sandwich bag then I could
call someone to help – Dad, Mum, Katie, Rose?
There was more vomit to come and one instance
which is etched in our minds is the sick sprayed
over one particular sleeping man. We didn’t know
if we should laugh or help! Just thinking about it
now makes us giggle. Next thing we know the cabin
decides to break out in song and prayer (we were the
only non-Muslims). Before I had trouble getting any
sleep – now it was impossible. I somehow managed to
trick Dylan into swapping seats with me and I gabbed
some shut eye for about 4 hours before the sun started

to rise and we had survived the ferry ride from hell.
We loaded the bikes in a mad dash as to not let any of
the parked trucks run over them and headed for town
in search of an ATM and Willies place – a surf camp.
A hand drawn map was kindly given to us by a local
and we found a bus and made our way to the camp
some 20mins away. You could tell it was the camp
straight away as it was protected by a 2 meter wooden
fence. I bang on the door gave the brief story of our
journey and we were in! Yippee!
A tour of the home was given and all I can say is
WOW! Originally built and run by an Aussie guy,
it is now run by a couple of local residents. It still
manages to keep that local and Aussie charm as it is
situated in the bay of secluded village with western
food, showers, toilets and a speed boat to take you to
the breaks. We could now relax – but wait what’s that
you say “No Ferry for a week”! Bugger!

Day 10 – Simeulue
– Awesome surf and
future plans!
We woke in our big green mozzie nets to scrambled
eggs and coffee. We had access to the internet for
the first time in 10 days – Facebook, Twitter and
website time. I checked my money and I was well on
budget. We now needed to organise ourselves for the
upcoming days as we needed to get back in the saddle
and get cracking. Simelue was an unplanned island
getaway and we were wasting riding days. We had a
rough schedule and we needed to keep on track. We
bought tickets for a local small airplane which flew
only to a city named Medan. If you check out the
map on Google or even on our video page, Medan
is in the wrong direction. But, after speaking with
Katie, we found that we could get ourselves up to a
small mountain ton called Berastagi where we could
visit the active volcano. From this town we could cycle
a few days down to Lake Toba, our first major stop
which was originally planned. If we can get there by
the 12th, we’re back on track and ready to go. Perfect –
tickets were booked for the next day. Now it was time
to surf.

of third world living had become second nature now
and cycling was all I wanted to do.

Day 11 – Simeulue to
Medan to Berastagi –
Getting to the Top!

Dylan was up at the crack of dawn scoping good
vantage points for those last minute video and photo
angles before we needed to pack up and ship out.
We had booked a small 20 seated prop airplane from
Simeulue to Medan for just $90 including excess
luggage. After our ferry experience a few nights
ago, we were in no mood to attempt another night
crossing. We found that once in Medan we could
travel up the ranges and to the mountain town of
Berastagi. This lively place was home too many
cottages, guest houses and the like. We met with
one of Katie’s contacts at the airport where we were
able to set up the bikes and literally ride out of the
airport and into the hectic city. We followed Win on
his motorcycle weaving through the traffic to find
a brightly colored bus some 5 kms away. We loaded
the bikes on the roof as per the usual routine and
crammed into the tightly packed bus. After a 2hr
journey up a very steep and narrow road we found
The break known as ‘Dylan’s Left’ (no, its not named
ourselves in Berastagi. The climate we felt early that
after Dylan, but rather the child of the founder) was
morning on the island compared to now up in the
about a 30 min walk through a coconut plantation
mountain was such a difference and somewhat of a
and sharp reef from the 2005 Nias earthquake. I quick welcome change. We checked into our small room
paddle out and we were in heaven. It was a hollow
and were able to lock the bikes up in the garden
left that sucked up out of nowhere and worked at a
outside our window. After a long internet session
measly 2ft. The barrels that we caught were amazing – where we finally got to check emails, and update the
you’ll have to wait for the video! We surfed with camp website we were off to bed for another exciting day
guide/operator Dave and his nephew Daniel who
were out on their yearly Indo trip from Newcastle,
New South Wales, Australia. They say its perfect as
its cheap, private and paradise with all the mod cons.
I told them to be prepared for us coming back next
year with friends. They said they’ll have the boat all
gassed up, the fridge stocked and can’t wait for our
return. We at fish for dinner, watched a movie, did
some essential clothes washing and prepared for our
agreed final day of travel. I felt good, the initial shock

N o rth S u matra
Medan, Lake Toba, Sibolga

Rian and Dylan posing with some
students on a field trip.

waited around the corner.
On our way up through the jungle

Day 12 – Berastagi – A Volcano of a time!
As this part of the trip was not originally planned, we felt we needed to make the most of where we travel
too. Berastagi is at the base of an active volcano known as Sibayak. We acquired the services of an experienced
trekking guide who has been climbing the volcano for over 11 years. He suggested, as we both seemed like fit
guys, to trek from the jungle side. We thought “Why not!”
It took over 3 hrs to navigate our way through the thick intense jungle which at times stopped you in your
path. After making our way to the top we found ourselves with the greatest view in the world. Distant towns
in the distance, clouds below us, active crater with smoking sulfur to the side and thick green jungle behind us.
An incredible spot to be. After an hour of photos and video footage we made our way into the crater to gets
closer look. We met a number of other trekkers who had come up the pathed side. We then continued down
the volcano and made our way to the natural Hot Springs.
An hour later and we walked into the small village known for its country club of hot springs. Dylan made the
plunge first as we desperately needed to bath our weary feet after a solid 5-6 hours of climbing. The water was

so hot I ended up taking about 30mins to wade in slowly splashing small sections of my body with the murky
water before I finally jumped in. A quick rinse down from the cold fresh water pipe and we were back on the
road. Once back at the guest house, we demolished a couple of chicken and salad sandwiches before setting our
sights to the next few days where we would be back in the saddle.

Day 13 – Berastagi to Lake Toba – 115km in a
day – Ouch!
Dylan’s alarm went off at 6.00am when we woke to a colder morning than usual. Our routine has become
so in sync and requires minimal time now that we were packed and ready for breakfast by 6.30am. We were
planning a big push today as we wanted to make Lake Toba. Mixed reports suggested it was somewhere
between 120km and 180km away. However, 50% was supposed to be downhill. Second helpings for breakfast
were consumed as we wanted to load up for the day ahead. Dylan was able to use what few Indonesian words
he knew and help navigate our way out of the town and into the right direction. After about an hour of solid

traffic, the road started to clear up and we really
started to put in the big push. We had already clocked
40kms in just 2hrs. Compared to our first few days of
riding where we only managed a measly 50kms in just
9 hrs. We were pumped. But something was keeping
Dylan behind me, which as we both know is not quite
right as I am the one usually lagging. We stopped
several times to inspect his bike and found that his
new disk brakes were actually slowing him down
which meant he was putting in a bigger effort up and
downhill. A quick adjustment and we were off again.
By midday the Lake was insight. To give you an idea,
Lake Toba is around 120km in length and is home to
an island/peninsular in the middle known for its lively
atmosphere. We entered the lake from one side and
needed to get to the other in order to catch the ferry
to this centre island where our accommodation was
for the night. So according to our sources it should
downhill from here. Well, weren’t we wrong! Our
downhill of course needed an uphill, and this uphill
killed us. Not thinking about our bodies, we pushes
and pushed and pushed until it was too late. We didn’t
take into account this last long stretch and didn’t
think to eat or even stock up on water. As a result we
spent around 5 hrs completing this final 30kms. We
were such idiots for not thinking about our bodies.
They need fuel to operate and if you don’t look after it,
they will let you down – and that can mean trouble if
your in the wrong place at the wrong time. Anyway –
LESSON LEARNT!
Dylan was able to push on and only had the ferry
in mind, where as I straggled behind and ended up
catching a lift with a nice old man in his truck. I
met Dylan 15 mins later and we jumped on board
the ferry which was to drop us right to the doorstep
of our booked accommodation. Threw the bags in
the room and ran for the restaurant where we each
devoured 2 full meals each. We met our contact
MR. Bloom who set us up in one of the new villas
overlooking the lake and headed straight for bed.
With only x1 double bed in the room, we had and

Top: Dylan diving
in lake toba.
Left: Rian resting
on ferry after our
huge push with
limited food.
Right: Kids always
want a photo and
are so friendly.

Rian doing the swan dive into the fresh water lake Toba.

ultimate Rock, Paper, Scissors for the rights to sleep
We scoured the town that night to find empty bars,
in a double bed for the night, where as the loser would an old pool table and a bar showcasing the movie
be sleeping on the floor mattress. Dylan won!
“The Beach”. After a couple of phone calls to family
and friends back in Australia we headed for bed as
tomorrow was going to be an important day.

Day 14 – Lake Toba –
Motorcycle Diaries

After the best sleep we’d both had since the start
of this trip, Dylan suggested we have a dip in the
lake, only a few meters from our doorstep. After a
refreshing swim we had a big breakfast before renting
our motorcycles for the day. MR. Bloom gave us
tourist info sheet which suggested places of interest.
We decided to head for the waterfall only to find it
had dried up since it’s the dry season – doh! After
a quick motorcycle lesson for Dylan, we speed off
exploring the island. ATM’s are a rare commodity
in the remote places we visit and somehow we came
across one next to a wooden shack selling fruit and
water. We attempted an off-road experience with the
tiny motorcycles but managed to get lost. We turned
around and headed back down the spectacular coastal
road. After returning to town, we had lunch and a
beer and finally made our way back to our villa. The
rest of the afternoon was spent sitting in the lake with
our body boards consuming a few more well earned
cold beers.

Day 15 – Lake Toba
– Siantar – Children’s
Hospital
Both of us woke lazily before having breaky and
quick dip. We had to do some traveling today in order
to visit a children’s hospital/rehabilitation centre/
orphanage in a town called Siantar. It was about an
hours drive away and was all set to meet one of Katie’s
friends, Eddie. After taking the 45 min ferry across
the still lake we made our way to the main road where
it’s almost luck to get on the bus, assuming it was
going to the right place. I spotted a taxi sign a couple
of blocks down and investigated. After my excellent
negation skills took place we managed to get a charter
car (3 seated Ute) to drop us at the hospital an hour
away. When we arrived we were greeted by Eddie and
a number a nuns. He was able to take us on a small
tour of the facility which housed some 24 children.
Part of Katie and Eddie’s job includes finding

children on the street and ensuring they get essential
medical care. This facility is where they came for
operations and rehabilitation. We entered one ward
where it was quite time over lunch, there were about
13 young girls ranging from 1 year old to 12 year old,
all with different disabilities. It was quite a hard sight
to see what these beautiful girls had gone through.
Dylan had managed to pick up some small lollipops
and as we handed them out we each chatted with the
children in our broken Indonesian language. The smile
on their faces was priceless. After learning some of the
stories behind each child, it became harder to fathom
how it got to such a stage.
We then met a 16 year old boy named Fernando. He
was a shy young boy but after some bribing of lollies,
managed to get him to open up. His favorite Soccer
team was Italy. Eddie then proceeded to take us to
meet the head Nun where we chatted over a cold
drink and sponge cake. The minister then entered
and we were able to discuss our journey. The day was
soon over and Dylan and I needed to get back to start
organising the next few days of cycling.
After a lengthy bus trip back, we collected the bikes
and packed our gear. It was bed early that night as
our next challenge was to get to Sibolga in order to
catch the Fast Boat to Nias – A whole week of world
famous surf breaks!

Day 16 – Lake Toba to
Balige – Back on the
Bike
After settling our final bill we had the difficult tasks
of getting all of our gear on the hourly ferry. By the
time we arrived back on the mainland it was already
10.30 am and was indeed a very late start to the day.
We soon pushed ahead and began another day of
cycling. Having learnt from our previous mistakes we
weren’t taking any chances and stocked up on snacks
and water to keep us going. Straight into the hill
climb we were making our way around the eastern
side of the lake and following the main road down

the range to Sibolga. A quick noodle lunch and we
were off again looking for the town of Balige where
we would sleep for the night. As we entered the
town, Dylan and I both agreed that after 16 days of
traveling throughout this country we were both tired
of the “Hello Misters” and interested stares. Although
flattering, it soon became a bit of an annoyance. I
jumped into I-pod mode and let the beats take me
through. However Dylan once again was slowly
lagging behind. Something was up – this was not
like him at all. We found our accommodation for the
night where Dylan decided to head for bed at the
early hour of 5 pm.

Day 17 – Balige to
Turatung – Malaria/
Swine Flu!
This morning was a struggle; Dylan slowly made his
way to his bike before realizing he had a slow leak in
his rear tire, resulting in a tire change after his bike
was already packed. This only added to the frustration
that he would encounter today. On a lighter note,
we were contacted by ABC Coast radio back in
Australia. They had heard of our adventure and gave
us an interview which was broadcast on their morning
show. It was great to think we were spreading the
word of our project which we would hope would
help ensure some success from our final product – an
adventure documentary!
We made our way on the only road out of town
and were heading for Turatung, the last stop before
Sibolga and surfing. We climbed the winding
mountain range before stopping for an early lunch.
By 11.30am we were back on the road and about to
encounter a very, very long downhill – Perfect. By
the time we made our 20 km decent I could see that
Dylan was in some discomfort and needed a bed. We
found a hotel named ‘Bali Hotel’, on the outskirts of
town. We booked in, took our gear up to the room,
and Dylan crashed.
He was in bed by 2 pm. I encouraged him to have

a shower and keep drinking, but even the thought
of moving seemed to make him struggle. I quickly
washed myself and read our symptoms booklet which
our Australian doctor had given us. With his strong
fatigue and fever the signs pointed to an infection or
the big M word – Malaria!
Dylan decided it would be best if I found a local
doctor. As I made my way downstairs with translation
book in hand, I soon discovered there was an entire
hospital across the road. After locating the only
English speaking doctor, he asked for Dylan to see
him immediately. I ran back and collected Dylan. We
made our way across and sat him on the rusted leather
table. The doctor’s test included a thermometer,
flashlight to the back of the throat and a series of
questions. As we seemed to be the only westerners
this hospital had ever seen, every nurse was in the
room watching as Dylan was poked and prodded. We
showed him our medical kit which included several
antibiotics. He ruled malaria out of the question as
his temperature was not high enough. Then out of left
field, Swine Flu. Oh no!
After speaking with Katie and our Australian doctor
in the proceeding minutes we soon discovered that
the Indonesian climate is unlikely to help Swine
Flu manifest and the medical staff were in fact just
nervous or scared. It was very unlikely. But in any
case we needed to make sure as safety and health
are always our number one priority. The doctor was
required to report it to the authorities, which we still
don’t quite know what it entails. We walked home,
collected some water and headed to bed.
As Dylan struggled to sleep whilst getting the
shivers, I ran to the pharmacy and bought a personal
thermometer which I hoped to use to help monitor
his condition. I waited outside and read up on
many of the possible conditions his symptoms were

showing. All of a sudden he popped his head out
and stated, “Two more symptoms to add – vomiting
and diarrhea”. Shit!
After discussing several emergency escape options
should his condition worsen over night, we settled
in and got some sleep.

Top: Rian and Francis at the orphanage.
Bottom: Dylan and there host showing
them around.

Day 18 – Turatung to
Sibolga - Just in Case!
I woke this morning to find Dylan was still in some
discomfort and not well. I left the decision up to him
with what he wanted to do. He thought it would
be best that we get to Sibolga, a much larger town,
and make base there. There was an airport and more
facilities to help just in case Dylan should get any
worse. I made my way out into the town again using
my limited Indonesian language to find a car that
could transport us and the gear all the way to Sibolga
– some 3 hours away.
I found a car and instantly knew I was being ripped
off but reluctantly agreed as Dylan was the priority.
I loaded up the car and managed to cram everything
in. We then made our way down the winding
mountainous road. Its unfortunate Dylan was unwell
as it would have been a beautiful road to cycle.

Top: On the road at the southern end of lake Toba
Bottom Left: Dylan having fevers and hoping its not
maleria.
Right: Harapan Jaya orphanage

Nether-the-less I needed to get Dylan to Sibolga.
After arriving in town we headed straight for the
only hotel we knew of according to the Lonely Planet
guide book. An expensive cost, but worth it in order
to get Dylan comfortable and rested. It included a
Television which was a first for us, we hadn’t seen any
television in almost 3 weeks – it was a strange feeling.
We spent the rest of the day resting, eating and
keeping up fluids. It was obvious that a good recovery
was needed.

Day 19 – Sibolga Recovery
We spent most of today relaxing. Dylan was on the
mend and it was important for him to keep fluids up
and rest. We met an Australian yachtie named Glen
who was traveling on his catamaran. He’d seen Ski
Lanka, Thailand and was now surfing Indonesia. We
had in fact seen him 3 weeks earlier off the coast of
Aceh. After having a beer and swapping stories, we
worked out that he was doing the same route as us
and would be following us over the same time period.

If this works out we could be following each other
for the next 2 months. He even mentioned the
option of jumping on board with him in Bali and
making our way across the eastern part of Indonesia
and eventually back down to Australia. Only talk
at this stage – but who knows, maybe EatSleepSurf
could be extended?!

La g u n d ri B a y , Nias

Day 20 – Sibolga to Nias to Lagundri Bay –
Another Day of Travel

Day 21 – Keyhole Surf Camp – Maybe Surfing
is the Perfect Cure?

Dylan was on the road to recovery and we decided to push on with our adventure and make our way over to
Nias where we had organized a surf camp at Lagundri Bay, a world famous surf break known for its BIG,
HEAVY and FAST right hand wave. We organized our tickets for the fast ferry which took us a short 3 hours
before meeting up with the surf camps driver who picked us up and drove us to the south of the island where
we met with Timmy, the owner and operator of the Keyhole Surf Camp. After some quick introductions we
were straight up onto the balcony overlooking the wave which was only a few meters away. The swell had just
arrived and it was pumping. This was the largest swell I had ever seen. We were in for an amazing few days.

Dylan was up at the crack of dawn and amped for the next few days of surfing. I soon followed with the
camera ready to grab some great footage. Timmy then invited me to paddle out in the traditional fishing canoe
to get some great angles with the video and digital camera. We made our way out around the break and parked
ourselves in for a long day of shooting. The waves were incredible. They are the sort of waves you see in videos
and movies about surfing Indonesia – wait that’s what we’re doing!

Timmy Wau is without a doubt the coolest guy in Lagundri. Ha. He runs and operates the Keyhole Surf
Camp, the only surf camp in Lagundri. He has been surfing Lagundri since he was 12 yrs old in the 70’s. He
has since traveled much of Indonesia expanding his knowledge of surf charters and catering to the western
surfers. He has been through the Tsunami and Nias earthquake and still has plans for the future of expanding
and building up Lagundri Bay not only as a surfing destination, but a tourist destination. Check out his place
for the best surfing holiday ever - http://www.niaskeyholesurfcamp.com/

The footage I was getting was of a great quality and standard and was going to be a key feature in the final
movie. I raced back in for a quick lunch and eventually made my way out for my first session of the day. After a
great first day of surfing, we couldn’t wait for tomorrow. We then went on to celebrate one of the other surfers’
birthdays. A few Bintangs later and we were in bed ready for tomorrow.

Day 22 – Keyhole Surf
Camp – Building Swell
DO NOT mix a long day of surfing, malaria
medication, sun and Indonesia with big bottles of
cheap beer. Not a healthy combination. Ha. I woke
with an intense headache and overall hangover.
Dylan was already surfing. I slowly made my way
to the balcony which had clearly become everyone’s
vantage point for checking out the surf, the girls and
exchanging stories of the surf. I ordered the greasiest
possible breakfast and quietly watched from the
hammock. After Dylan returned from a less than
impressive day I made my way out for the afternoon
session.
Nothing special, but a Brazilian who had been at the
camp for 1 month informed me of a rise in swells over
night. 5-6ft was the prediction.
Dylan as always was keen to surf anything he could
get his hands on, and by luck, the predicted swell had
slowly arrived later that afternoon. He paddled out
into some of the best surf of his life.
We decided it would be wise to get to bed early and
prepare for our final day of epic surfing in Lagundri
bay.

Top Left: The
crowds at Lagundri
bay can be fierce
but people usually
wait there turn.
Top Right: Brisilan
las getting some
tube time.
Bottom: Indicators
showing whats to
come. This was
ridable before the
earthquake lifted
the reef.

Day 23 – Keyhole Surf Camp – Monster Waves! OH MY GOD!
I raced out to the balcony in my jocks at the early hour of 6am to find not one person out in the surf. I dashed back to the room to wake
Dylan and inform him of the good news. He didn’t seem too interested. Maybe the 3 surf sessions he did yesterday had taken a toll on him
and he needed another hour of sleep. A jumped out through the keyhole in the uplifted reef and paddled over to the break. A local then
immediately shouted, “Go, go go, paddle!” I was kicking as hard as possible and then looked behind me to find a 2 meter wall of water racing
towards me. The reef then did its part and helped the wave break over and create a massive barrel which I just managed to get in. With the
wave pushing me along at an incredible speed I needed to slow down and control myself as I was clearly riding the biggest wave in my short
surfing life. I soon heard a loud “Yeeha” from an American surfer paddling out. He’d obviously seen me and was excited. My confidence was
now up and it was time to play with the wave. Cutting back and forth, carving the water and attempting a 360 degree turn saw me surfing the
best wave I have ever surfed. The wave then died off and I pulled out and began the long paddle back to the start.

video footage. He uses a expensive 400mm canon lens to
capture the action of guests and other surfers. They can
later purchase the images for 10 – 20 dollars. Well it was a
long day, I spent close to 4 hours in the canoe taking a good
30min of footage and then about 300 photos. So many
epic waves and awesome barrels. Later that afternoon the
stomach bug had turned into some bad travellers diareah
which pretty well made me bed ridden for the night. I took
the BOMB medication which fixed me up for the next
morning”

Keyhole surfcamp, Nias

I wasn’t as lucky for the rest of the session as I soon
found myself inside the break. Sure enough a bomb
set came through. I just managed to duck dive the
first wave. As I popped up further down the line, the
second wave hit and I had only half a second to grab a
big lung full of air. I went down for about 13seconds.
I was pushed down so deep I couldn’t see the top as
the white water thrashed me around everywhere. The
only way I knew which way was up was to follow
the leash on my board. I kicked and kicked before
finding the surface. Another quick second to grab a
breath and the final wave hit me. I threw the board
away and tried to dive as deep as possible in order
to not get affected by the powerful body of water. It
thrashed me around again and I found it impossible
to swim or kick against the heavy water. As I let the
wave push me around I once again followed my leash
and kicked. However this time with the wave being
so powerful, I wasn’t able to hold my breath so long
and found myself inhaling water in the final few feet
before resurfacing. I made it to the top, grabbed my
board and threw up salt water. This was without a

doubt the most scarred I have ever been. The power of
the wave is incredible and dangerous. I made my way
in as I called it a day. I told Dylan of my story and he
headed straight out on the canoe to grab some once in
a lifetime footage. The photos and video he captured
were incredible and really showcase the wave that is
Lagundri Bay!
Dylans Diary- “Woke up later than Rian this morning,
feeling a bit crook. Whatever I ate last night didn’t agree
with something in my belly. and had an interesting
night. Filmed Rian paddling out and catching some of the
monster waves out there.
From the balcony you can see the reef break called
Indicators and it does exactly what its called. Its about
200 – 300m further up the reef from the Soroke break.
You know there is a set coming when it breaks at
indicators. Well we all saw what was coming from the
balcony, 3 huge waves bigger than all the rest. These must
have been the ones Rian caught on the head because when
he returned from this surf, he was in shock.
After that Timmy invited me onto the canoe to get some

Timmy was a great help as he really went out of his
way to look after us. He was now organizing our
transport to our next destination – Asu

Shot from the Keyhole Surfcamp

Dylan, Timmy (owner of keyhole surfcamp and Rian

Dylans Diary - ”It was a great session, one of my best.
Rian and I were filming on the reef that afternoon
and we were really close to the action. The swell was
building and the wind was dying off, a classic Indonesian
afternoon. I couldn’t wait any longer and at 5pm I
jumped in at the Keyhole. After having 3 surfs the
previous day my confidence on the wave was getting
better, knowing where to sit in the crowd, knowing that
the current pushes you deeper into the wave and especially
knowing not to take the first wave of a set (learnt the
hard way there).
I couldn’t catch enough waves, they just kept on rolling
through. The rotation of guys in the water is interesting, at

one stage there are 4 or 5 and then the next half an hour
its crowded. The keyhole makes it so easy to paddle out.
By about 6pm the waves were perfect, tide dropping and
no wind. A huge set came through about 8 waves and
co-indecently enough there were 8 guys in the water.
The second last wave was mine, I wasn’t at the peak but
I knew it would barrel down the line. It picked me up
and I was straight into the most perfect barrel of my life.
Came out with another section in front of me and straight
through that as well. On the paddle back out I got a few
compliments, which made my day.”

Pa l a u A S U
Holidays with a purpose

The main house on Asu run by holidays with a purpose.

Day 24 – Lagundri
to Asu – Indo Jiwa –
Early Start Sailing
We up at 3.30am after Timmy had kindly organized
for us to be transported with our bikes to Sirombu.
A western coastal town towards the north of Nias.
We had organized to meet up with Channa and
Ruby from Holidays with a Purpose. http://www.
holidayswithpurpose.com/
HWP provides a variety of channels through which
to develop a groups’ purpose as they visit the islands
whilst searching for surf. They operate a surf charter
with a difference. Each group identifies its specialised
skills or purpose prior to the trip, a suitable program
can be chosen or tailored to suit them. Surfing
is therefore as much as part of the trip as is the
volunteer work that goes on in order to help develop
and help sustain the Hinako Islands community.

I had been in contact with Mike and Trish who were
volunteering their time to manage and run the island
resort on Asu. After our driver dropped us off at
the deserted jetty we soon saw the 100ft Indo Jiwa
motoring around the corner, a fully self contained
surfing charter boat that played a massive role in the
rebuilding and reconstruction of communities in the
Hinako Islands after the 2004 Tsunami and 2005
Earthquake.
We jumped on board and had by chance, just
managed to see off the latest group of surfing
volunteers who were on their way back home to
Australia. This then gave us the boat to ourselves as
Channa, our skipper, restocked and prepared to set
off again back to Asu, an hour and half away. Asu is
one of the most western islands in the Indonesian
archipelago. After Asu there is nothing but Indian
Ocean until you get the tip of South Africa and
eventually the Antarctica.

We were on board the Indo Jiwa with Channa and
his three children, along with Baz (the Kiwi volunteer
deckhand), Mike and Trish, and a couple of local
deckhands. After a long day of lazing about and
swimming, we tucked up into the air-conditioned
cabin after what had been a long day.

the benefits of education and diet and nutrition.
Day 26 – Asu - Hinako Island LEAP Program
The Local Empowerment Assistance Project (LEAP)
is a multi faceted aid program outreaching to
Indonesian village communities. http://www.leapin.
org/

Day 25 – Island Life

Some of the LEAP projects include:
Virgin coconut oil production - www.sumateraoil.com
Fibre-glass canoe building
Coconut Kids Club
Example Gardens
Community support
Community water pumps
Jetty construction
School support
Medical assistance

We woke to find ourselves anchored in the small
bay on the eastern side of Asu where the resort was
located. We were boated across in the dingy and given
the grand tour. Mike and Trish were excellent hosts
and introduced us to Alex (Ruby’s younger brother),
Andrew and Lisa (the latest volunteers) and a couple
of the local workers. We were shown some of the
sustainable projects currently underway including
the pre-school and vegetable garden. As much of the
island community is dependant on village politics, it
has been quite the task encouraging and explaining

Fibreglass Canoe factory on Hinako Island.

We were fortunate enough to boat over to the Hinako
Island and check out some the work in progress.
Surj was our guide, and he explained firstly the Nias
Earthquake and how he was directly involved. His
story was incredible and now he has his sights set
on helping out with the Indo Jiwa and becoming
a professional surfer. We walked around the island
community and saw the fibre-glass canoe factory in
action. They explained how the fiber-glass canoe was a
stronger and more reliable vehicle for fishing creating
a better and more secure income for local fisherman.
Overall a cheaper and more reliable option compared
to the traditional wooden canoes. The coconut
factory was unfortunately closed as a wedding was
on, but the coconut oil which can be harvested from
the thousands of coconuts lining the shores of all
the Hinako Islands allows the community to create
some fantastic products including, sun cream, soap
and moisturizer. After crashing the local wedding
and entertaining the children with our colorful
t-shirts, shiny cameras and extensive facial hair, I was
innocently referred to as Hagrid from Harry Potter.

Day 27 – Asu to Nias –
Sailing Lifestyle
Today was our one chance to surf the world famous
Asu. However the wind was quite strong which
resulted in a pretty ordinary session. However the
swell was big and you could see how this wave is
known as one of the best in the world. I paddled
back around the island to the resort and packed my
belongings before Dylan followed. We both said our
goodbyes as today we were back on the Indo Jiwa
to sail around the northern tip of Nias to the lively
port of Gunungsitoli where we would catch our fast
ferry back to Sibolga. We spent the lazy day watching
movies and exchanging stories with Channa and his
young active children.
This charter boat was surely another destination to
add to the ‘Must come back and visit’ List.

Trish and Mike our hosts on the island

Serge and Dylan with the island kids

Day 30 –
Padangsidempuan to
Panyabungan – 90km
of flat road

Day 28 – Nias to
Sibolga – Fast Ferry to
get back on track
Baz and Serge jetted us over to the fast ferry where
we jumped on from the water – our feet never even
touched solid ground. After negotiating a price for
our bikes we settled in for the journey. We arrived
in Sibolga late that evening and found a local hotel
recommended by Channa. It was cheap and basic. You
get what you pay for – two single beds, a Mandi and a
broken fan.
We should fill you in on the toilet situation. So if
you uncomfortable about how we have been washing
ourselves and using the toilet, scroll down to the next
paragraph. The Mandi is a traditional Indonesian
bathroom and is used in many Asian countries and
some Arabic. It consists of a very large basin that
can contain about 80 litres of water, a tiled hole in
the ground that has foot grooves, and a small hand
bucket. To shower you simply scoop the water and
begin to wash yourself – not so bad – actually kind
of liberating and refreshing and certainly an excellent
way to save water. When nature calls, you simply
assume the position (squatting – making sure your
shorts or trousers are at a suitable level) and let gravity
do the rest. To clean yourself you simply grab your
hand bucket and pour a couple of bucket loads of
water down the hole to flush away your business,
and using your left hand wash the scene of the
crime. Although it may seem very unhygienic and
uncomfortable, it cleans you surprisingly better than
that of toilet paper, and becomes second nature after a
couple of practice runs.
We repacked our pannier bags, consumed our usual
rice dinner and headed for bed.

Sam was keen to show us his garden which sounded
interesting. Little did we know his garden was a 45
min hike to what turned out to be a farm. He was
growing a local fruit called Salad. It was a sweet fruit
similar to a lychee. He walked around all of his trees
to collect a supply for our journey. We needed to push
on today and I was finding it hard to move. My legs
were stiff and I was not interested in cycling up any
more hills. Sam soon relieved us of any uncertainty
when he explained that the road ahead was flat and
good. We decide to cycle the entire 90km stretch in
order to get to the main town for a good nights rest.

Day 29 – Sibolga to
Padangsidempuan
– 74km into the
mountains
This morning we were back on the bikes and after a
few too many visits to the bathroom, I was ready to
go. There was a light drizzle, which meant that for the
first time we would be cycling with our rain covers
on. We made it out of the busy town and straight
up into the mountains. We were climbing into the
centre of the range and pushing in order to get to
Padang – our next big destination. We demolished
our huge lunch of Nasi (rice) and fish. Afternoon tea
saw us reach a beautiful spot where the river came
down form the mountain and headed for the ocean.
This place was obviously popular as the locals were
bathing and relaxing in some small huts along the
banks. We found a small rapid and Dylan was keen
to go for a swim in order to cool off. I suggested he
brings his body board and attempts to surf the rapids.
As I filmed him climbing his way across the slimy

Straight after lunch my legs were fresher and I was
in cycle mode ready to power on. However, as we’ve
learned over the past month, moods can change, and
rocks he made the plunge into the 5cm deep water. As Dylan’s excellent and strong morning was flipped
he carelessly made his way down hitting every rock
around after getting some severe stomach cramps. He
possible he came out the end battered and busied.
was in agony. In as many weeks, Dylan was sick and
He quickly dried himself off and we got back on the
consulting the medical kit for the 3rd time. With no
road only to realize we couldn’t find his helmet. It was other option but to keep cycling, we kept at it.
nowhere to be found. After a lengthy search we came
to the conclusion someone had stolen it.
Nether-the-less we needed to push on in order to get
to our destination that night. As we turned the corner,
the hills came into sight, and they didn’t stop. Dylan
powered on and I struggled behind. We eventually
Sam welcomed us into his house
came to a small village where Dylan had met a local
English teacher named Sam. He kindly offered us
a drink in his home and suggested we spend the
night. We headed down to the village bathing area
where only the men were allowed. Fresh, cool water
ran out of the pipes from the mountain and was the
refreshing shower we needed. As the entire village
watched our every move, the children piled into Sam’s
living room to look on in interest at our every move
from eating dinner, to getting dressed, to going to
sleep. We fell asleep on the shared mattress that night
with wondering eyes from the nearby window.

We entered a small town and searched endlessly for
a losmen or home stay but the local Muslims didn’t
seem happy about our presence.
Dylan then decided, “Let’s just get to the bigger town
where there will definitely be a hotel and I can get
better”. Once again, Dylan’s health was the concern.
We eventually rolled into Panyabungan and found the
International Hotel - Air-conditioner, a shower and
food. We settled in for the night and wearily awaited
the following morning when we would learn of our
next move!

Day 31 – Panyabungan
to Bukittinggi –
Making up lost time
The past few days had seen Dylan and me receiving
several text messages from loved ones about a suicide
bomb in Jakarta. It had gone off in the Marriott
and Ritz hotels – two very popular hotels
with tourists. Although Jakarta
was several hundred
kilometers

Bukittinggi road

away we were told to still be cautious with any bad
sentiment that might be floating around in this
heavily Muslim area of Sumatra. In no way am I
stereotyping all Muslims as terrorists, but in this case,
it was a caution directed from our family and friends.
We had no access to internet or any form of English
news so we were only aware of what friends and
family had told us.
On a lighter note, Dylan was once again up and
ready to go with his stomach cramps disappearing
over night. We chowed down on some breakfast
and discussed our plans for the next few days. After
our detour to Simelue about 3 weeks ago and our
prolonged stay on Nias we were falling slightly
behind schedule. We once again opted for a 9 hour
bus journey through the mountainous area of West
Sumatra to the tourist popular town of Bukittinggi.
We both immediately regretted our decision as to
cycle through these parts, although hard, would have

been amazing and beautiful and extremely fulfilling.
We arrived in the center of town at about 8.30pm. We
met a married couple on the bus who spoke excellent
English. They offered to direct us through the bustling
streets of Bukittinggi to the tourist strip where there
were many hotels and guests houses. We found
the Rajawali family home stay. Ulrich is a German
expat who married a local woman and now runs
and operates the home stay. The rooms are basic but
sufficient for only US$5 and his knowledge of the area
is extensive. His one of a kind GPS has tracked many
of the surrounding roads throughout all of Sumatra
and Java. He was able to give us an insight into what
the next few weeks might be like for us cycling. West
Sumatra has a natural beauty to it and much can
be explored including the once a year blooming of
the worlds biggest flower. If Dylan and I had time
we would have spent several days here trekking the
rainforests and lakes. Should you ever find your way
to this part of the world, please stop in to visit Ulrich,
if not for accommodation, for a friendly chat and
insight into the area. ulrich.rudolph@web.de
+62 75231905

Day 32 – Bukittinggi
Dylans Diary
“Today we were making the decision on whether or not to
push to Pandang or see the mountain town of Bukittinggi.
After making contact with Rick Cameron owner of the
Mentawai Sanctuary we decided to spend the day in
Bukittinggi and leave the following day. This gives us
time to see the sights and do the holiday sorts of things, like
get your head shaved and a massage. We also checked out
the local markets which were quite interesting.”

Day 33 -Bukittinggi
– Mentawai Island
Preparation
Dylan here - Well we set of first thing this morning
expecting it to be a big day, and it was. Starting off
with a 10 km climb between two huge volanoes
and then we started the decent down to Padang.
The decent started well stick close to the side of the
road to let many trucks pass. Rian was in front at

one section of a blind winding bend, when one car
over-taking towards us almost cleaned Rian up, he
managed to squeeze past both cars, only just.

in the mean time I met a local report for the pandang
news paper, he took our photo while Rian was in no
mood. Its hot while 2 lanes of busy indonesia traffic
screaming past. The train managed to come through
We descended some 40 km probably averaging about
at this time as well and with one huge horn we
30 km per hour which is really fast. The mountain pass scrambled to move the bags.
was increadiable waterfalls, rivers and epic mountain
cliffs. Half way down I noticed my disc brakes were
We now had to navigate through Pandang with Rick’s
looking different. I pulled over and had a closer look.
help to Air manis Beach where Rick lives. We met
They were glowing red, i insisted on pouring water
him at the bottom of a huge hill just before his house.
on the to cool them off and they basically sizzled the
He drove down and picked us up with a small 2 door
water.
jeep, where we hung the bikes with one wheel on the
ground out the back and up we went.
Once down the range we hit some very nice flat road,
Rian managed to get his first puncture of the trip, the 110 kms to Padang!
valve had torn at the seam. We then stopped for lunch
at a huge pandang road house and sampled Pandang
The view from the top was amazing, islands and
food. So many dishes and what you touch you buy.
beaches you could see it all. That is one thing that you
dont see on the bikes because there is usally always
We then hit Padang and on the main road next to a
buildings or jungle in the way when cycling.
rail line Rian managed to get another puncture. He
took all the bags off and put them on the train tracks, At Ricks house we also met fellow travellers Mick

and Elisebeth who are 4x4ing from Rottness, Perth,
Australia all the way to Rotterdam, Europe. We spoke
about our journey and gave advice to them on road
conditions of North Sumatra and they did the same
for us because they just came from South Sumatra.
Mick was quite a character, always cracking jokes and
also gave us some good advice on crossing Australia
from Darwin to Adelade.
Rick then booked us on the ferry to Tapujet which
left at 6.00pm, so we packed the bags, left the bikes
and off to the harbour we went. We managed to get
crew cabins on the ferry, which meant we got a bed,
didn’t have to sleep on the deck with the other 60
people. And that’s it, what a day, Mentawais here we
come.

M E n tawai I s l a n d s
Hol l o w Tr e e s, K a ti e t V i lla ge, Si pora

Day 34 - Tapujet to
Katiet Village
After being warned about cockroaches and rats on
the ferry, Rian found himself waking up with serveral
roaches on him during the night. I managed some
how to keep them off me, either that or I just didn’t
wake up.
The ferry pulled in at 4am to early for my liking, we
chose to sleep in and wait for the speed boat to pick
us up. I was woken up by Rian who had wondered
off the boat and met a man who claimed that he
could take us to Katiet Village in hjis speed boat. Not
knowing where we were on the map, the only thing
we knew was the name Katiet, we decided to go with

him.
We paid the man 1 million Rupiahs each about
(200US), very expensive by Indonesian standards but
in the Mentawai’s everything is expensive, mainly fuel.
So we are waiting at the docks, everything is fairly
quite, waiting for the man to bring around the speed
boat. Now Rian and I are thinking fiber-glass boat
with twin 70hp engines on the back will be jetting us
across. I’m afraid not, around comes the boat, a 7m
wooden canoe about half a meter wide with a 15hp
Yamaha on the back. This tree trunk will be taking us
on a 4 - 5 hour ride from one end of the island to the
other in the ocean. Fingers crossed.

About 1 hour into the ride we hit some rain which
mixed with wind was extremely cold. Rian was able to
lye down flat behind the bags to get out of the wind,
I converted my Buff into Ninja mode which kept
me warm and the boat driver had his trusty broken
umbrella.
The rain squall passed while hugging the east coast of
the island. Out came the sun which dried everything
out in 10 minutes. We came around the last headland
and in the distance we could see a few boats. The
water was the cleanest I have seen, absolutely tropical.
We pulled into the reef pass, between some awesome

wave and about 3 charter boats looking on. On the
boats had many surfers watching the action with
cameras and beers in there hands. We glided past onto
the beach where we met Jessy and the crew. Rick had
sent Jessy (Owner), Taj (Cook), Mee-Mee (Masseuse)
, Micky (Marketing Man), and Flur (Film Director)
to the islands to get it back on track after the wet
season.
We didn’t have our boards with us as we put them on
the supply fishing boat the night before and it was
supposed to have arrived before us, but had not shown
up. By now it was 11am and we were both reasonably

tired, having only eaten a pack of noodles on the ferry,
we were both feeling it.
After waiting around for the supply boat with
everyone’s food and our boards, Ali eventually arrived
with the goods. It had taken him 24 hours to motor
across the strait, apparently they hit very strong
currents, that saw them doing 2 - 3 knots. We all
helped get it to the kitchen and now with the boards
in hand Rian and I hit the water to surf the famous
right hander known as Hollow Trees (HT’s) all by our
selves.

Day 35 - Hitting HT’s
and then heading
around to Lances Left.
Well today see’s us waking up to a perfect paradise
island setting. We slept in A/C comfort which means
no annoying mozzie nets. Straight to the bar/kitchen
area for breakfast, one of the 3 meals we get everyday.
Breakfast included fresh fruit salad, cereal and
pancakes, I basically had all 3.
Jessy then organized the speed boat (this time a real
speedboat) to take us around to the other side of the

peninsular to see if Lances Left was working. At HT’s
which is directly in-fornt of the resort there are 5 surf
charter boats all with 10 - 15 guys onboard. This made
it impossible to catch any waves.
So just as well we went to Lances Left, no one was
out. Perfect 3 - 4 ft waves breaking about 100 - 200m
down the line all to the 6 of us. I sacrificed the first
session and filmed Rian for 40min, he got many good
waves. I then jumped in and got a good few waves.
The conditions were perfect, this is what the trip is
all about, surfing perfect waves with good people.
Taj kept saying that we are really lucky to have those
waves all to ourselves, usually there are 10 - 20 guys in
the water. So what a great way to start off our 8 days
of surfing the Mentawai Islands.
Day 36 - Dawn to Dusk
Waking up early in the Mentawais usually rewards
you with a clean surf all to your self. Well not this
morning. The wind was up and swell not really
coming through. It’s times like these I grab the
camera and snap a few shots. Not quite picture
perfect, but whose complaining.
Days like these sees you surfing no matter what.

Theres nothing else to do but surf. Most of us headed
out, Taj was unfortunate and got caught on the
surgeons table, a shallow piece of reef right at the end
of the wave. He got cuts on this arms back and leg.
All of which you need to cover with lime. This is quite
entertaining for people watch but not for the person
involved.
That afternoon saw the wind die and some perfect
peelers come though. Great way to end the day.

Hollow Trees

Above: The gang that we stayed with during our time
on the island.

Above: The boats would systematically arrive
at 8am, giving us 2 hours to surf before more
crowds

Day 41 - More Boat
Dramas!
We woke this morning with a disappointed eerie
feeling. We were set to leave the perfect surf, new
friends and island lifestyle we had become accustomed
too over the past week. As per our arrangements back
on mainland Sumatra in Padang with Rick, we had
pre-booked the resorts fishing boat to take us back
over a 2-3hr speed boat ride.
This was a much more appealing trip than an all
night ferry ride. So by 10am we were packed and
transporting all our belongings and boards to the boat.
After our goodbyes and face book swaps we sped off
into the blue. After 30mins, its was obvious this trip
was going to be rough as there was an increasing wind
resulting in a messy chop in the sea’s surface. 1 hours
into the journey and the one of the large engines cut
out and took several attempts and some fine handy
work by Taj (our American chef ) and one of the local
staff members. It was decided then after meeting
by accident a passing surfing charter ‘The Bintang’,
that the boat would not make the remaining journey
and in fact we had been passed a message from the
mainland to take the overnight ferry. So we jetted
back to HT’s for a quick lunch before jumping back
in the speed boat and heading towards the north of
the island where we had caught the same ferry 1 week
ago.
We managed just to scrap enough cash together a
book our bunks on the transport ferry.
Having made it a bit of a tradition I slapped on the
Eat.Sleep.Surf sticker on the crew’s cabin wall and
thought of the many people who would see our
mark. That night involved a cockroach infestation on
my mattress along with a rat frenzy. Having trouble
sleeping I jumped out onto the deck with my pillow
and watched the thousands of stars as they put me
to sleep for a few short hours before arriving to
an incredible sunrise in Padang. Of course Dylan
managed to sleep through the night as he never

seems to have any problems sleeping regardless of the
location or situation.

S o u th S u matra
Day 42 - Day in Limbo!
We arrived at the wee hour of 6am into one of the ports located in Padang and

were picked up by one of Rick’s drivers who carted us back to his beautiful home

on the top of Padang. Vegemite and avocado for breakfast was offered with a cup

of amazing Aceh grown coffee. The day was then spent recovering and preparing

to get back in the saddle and back on the road. Some small supplies were collected
after being treated to a local Cream Bath. Jesse took us down to the beauty salon

where all eight of us were each pampered to an amazing head wash and massage. It
was the perfect sure to my sleepless night on the ferry. We nipped into town for a

traditional Padang style meal which included several different dishes that were laid
in front of you. After reminiscing off the incredible week that just took place we
headed back for an early night and a big day of cycling the next day.

Day 43 - My BIG Fall!
Up at the crack of dawn today to kick start the
second leg of Sumatra into south Sumatra continuing
our search for waves and adventure. We snapped
some great group photos that would serve as great
mementos. We rode out of the gates with Rick kindly
filming our departure. There have been rare moments
where both Dylan and I have been on camera at the
same time. We then proceeded to make our way down
the long and rather steep mountain as we made our
way out of Padang. Just as we turned the final corner
in the busy neighborhood I felt my front wheel loose
control and begin to sway - a feeling I had felt before
in safer circumstances. My front tyre had blown and
as a result was riding on the front rim with no brakes.
The front brakes work by placing pressure on and
inflated tyre. So no pressure meant no grip which
meant no brakes. Limited to my back brake it was
near impossible to slow down as I was traveling faster Above: The amazing view from Ricks house.
than usual.
Preparing for the worst I began to unclip my shoes
from the pedals incase I fell off. As I dodged a
drifting woman the tyre slipped. I placed my right
foot out to help brake my fall. In slow motion I came
crashing down on my right elbow and grazed along
the tarmac road into the centre where by this stage
Dylan was heading. He swerved off to the side a
missed me by centermeters. This would have been the
most exciting event the neighbors had seen that week
and of course I was surrounded by many helping
hands to get me to my feet and my bike off the road
away from passing traffic. A quick inspection of my
bike and myself found some deep cuts and some
broken accessories on my bicycle.
By chance Rick’s driver was passing by and called for
them to pick me up to collect myself and asses my
wounds. As time was of the essence Dylan ran into
town and managed to find a decent bike shop where
he bought better bike tubes and some small odds and
ends to fix the damage. I was then cleaned up and
applied with a Chinese medicine known as Chinese
Red. This small bottle packs one hell of a kick and
stings like there’s no tomorrow. The idea is that it

instantly forms a scab which will speed up the healing
process in a climate such as Indonesia’s.
We pushed on later that afternoon and decided to
cycle only a few kilometers to the next town were
there was great losmen to spend the night. We pulled
into Carlos Losmen which had its own private beach
and bar. Just what I needed - a drink.
I attempted to shower and was offered by the staff a
local remedy for my wounds which included several
unknown herbs and spices cooked in oil. Dylan being
the helpful guy he is helped me collect some odds and
ends including a cracked trailer we discovered after
the crash. He pushed my bike to the local mechanic
who had a welder and fixed it up as new. Meanwhile
I relaxed by the local bon fire trying to ignore the
uncomfortable aches and pains.

Day 44 - Bangus Bay
to Painin
After a sleepless night we soon learned there were
no known ATM’s for the next few days. We decided
I’d race back into Padang on a rented motorcycle
and withdraw enough to last us. Back after an hour
we jumped back on the bikes and continued on our
journey. We were aiming for a small fishing town
named Painin. After a lengthy day in some discomfort
after my fall we met a local who mistakenly led us to
the beach after a misunderstanding. Although nice
to see, I was keen for a bed and a moment to clean
my wounds up. I was beginning to be mindful of

what can happen to open wounds in a climate such
as Indonesia’s whilst cycling. We eventually found
Eddie’s home stay. Eddie is a great character and has
many stories of the past 20 years he has been running
the beautifully set home/restaurant on wooden stilts
over the bay. He housed 2 crocodile pets, a spider
monkey and a pond full of delicious cat fish (dinner).
We spoke for hours exchanging stories. Truly a great
guy with a beautiful home and family.

Day 45 Painin to
Bengkulu
Regrettably after discussing our schedule and after
assessing my wounds we decided to catch a bus to the
next big town where I could give my open wounds
some time to heal and make up for lost time. The
17 hour bus journey saw us travel in air-conditioned
comfort for the first time. With several stops we
arrived in the large city of Bengkulu at 3am. I cycled
around town looking for an open hotel or losmen to
learn that we would be spending the rest of the night

at the bus stop. The sun woke us and we continued
our search for an open hotel and found and old 80’s
style tree house looking building. They accommodated
us well and the comfort of a bed was welcoming.
After spending a few nights throughout this trip in a
number of these similar hotels we have realized that
they always seem to be empty which unfortunately
results in a limited menu. They entice you with red
meat and french fries - a very limited food type in
Indonesia - but unfortunately can’t supply it. We slept
most of the day. Dylan popped into town a checked
out the local delicacy and came home with some

Beach just outside of Padang, a few tourists around.

Eddie is super proud of his motobike and exotic animals

fireworks. Once again I was limited to bed to help
recover my mending wounds.

losmen to learn that we would be spending the rest of
the night at the bus stop.

Day 46 Bengkulu

The sun woke us and we continued our search for an
open hotel and found and old 80’s style tree house
looking building. They accommodated us well and
the comfort of a bed was welcoming. After spending
a few nights throughout this trip in a number of
these similar hotels we have realized that they always
seem to be empty which unfortunately results in a
limited menu. They entice you with red meat and
french fries - a very limited food type in Indonesia

Rian - Regrettably after discussing our schedule
and after assessing my wounds we decided to catch
a bus to the next big town where I could give my
open wounds some time to heal and make up for lost
time. The 17 hour bus journey saw us travel in airconditioned comfort for the first time. With several
stops we arrived in the large city of Bengkulu at 3am.
I cycled around town looking for an open hotel or

- but unfortunately can’t supply it. We slept most of
the day. Dylan popped into town a checked out the
local delicacy and came home with some fireworks.
Once again I was limited to bed to help recover my
mending wounds.
Dylan - After travelling on the bus for 14 hours
overnight, we made it to Bengkulu. Only problem it is
3am and we didn’t get a wink of sleep. Good news is
that from South of Bengkulu waves start to get bigger
and better.

Rian in the town of Mana recovering from food poisoning

So we slept for about 2 hours on the bus bench and
then at dawn followed our lonely planet into town to
look for a losmen or hotel. We tried few places most
were full, then tried looking for a cheap losmen but
couldnt find it. So we settled for the most expensive to
get a good rest and sleep.

before. Food Poisoning. I felt tired and nauseaious, so
I had a quick shower and went out for dinner.
Rian and I had rice and chicken, and hit the hay. I
popped 2 panadol before bed to help get rid of the
bug. At about 11pm I got a text message for Rian in
the room next to me saying ‘Just been throwing up’. I
knocked on the door and he said he was fine, so off I
This hotel was the wierdest I have ever seen, it’s an 80’s went to bed.
inspired experimental design, feels like you are caught
in that painting by Escher, the one with all the stairs.
The ceilings were to low and I was hitting my head on
Rian was sick all that night throwing up. Yet as the
everything.
person he his we wanted to continued cycling that
day. Straight out of Tais we were into a rollercoaster
I had a sleep and then headed out to see the sights of
of hills which, didnt do Rian any favors. We did 25
Bengkulu which included a huge english fort and a
large straight stretch of beach that would be quite busy km from 8.30am - 12am, very slow going. I stopped
on weekends. Rian stayed in the hotel most of the day infront of one huge hill and waited for Rian. He came
around the corner not looking very good at all. He
and watch movies, (Gotta love HBO) and rested his
was absolutly spent, its hot and we are in the middle
arms and legs. We need him to be ready for the next
of no where. We made the decision to get to Manna
leg of the journey.
about 60km away and rest him straight away.

Day 48 Tais to Manna

Day 47 Bengkulu to
Tais
Dylan - Today we check out of our hotel at 10am and
get on the road at 11, quite late as HBO sucked us in
again. The road started well, very flat and smooth, a
rarety in these parts. At about 4pm we rolled through
a small town called Tais where we found a hotel,
which is more like a motel. On arrival I was not
feeling to flash and knew that I have had this feeling

I bargined with a taxi outside a house, I think it was
where the taxi driver lived. Got him down to 150 000
each about 15 US for the drive with all the bikes and
equipement. We then pilled in for the bumpy drive to
Manna.

Krui left at the from of our accommodation

Found a motel with A/C, Rian crashed and I had a
look around town. Found the beach which was about
2km from motel. Huge point break would be a great
place to surf when swell gets bigger.

Day 49 Manna
We decided Rian needs rest, time to recover. Told
Rian about the wave and persuaded him to come have
a look. He was taking anti-nasea tablets which helped
him to eat and get his strenght back.
I had a surf in small waves about 1 - 2 ft but really
long left handers. Got some video of it so you’ll
have to wait to see that. There is a river mouth from
the town around the point so everything from there
goes into the ocean. Chicken feathers were the first
thing I noticed in the brown water, mixed with litter
and bottles. I continued the paddle out, keeping my
mouth very swell above the water, but then eventually
I had to duck dive under a wave and get my face wet.
Got one good wave during the session, nice and long
went for about 50 meters. But thats it for surfing
there, not much else to do but surf, rest and check
emails at the internet Shack.
O yeah and we also tested out my fireworks in the
Bathroom trough. Good Times.

Day 50 Manna to Krui
Welcome to Krui - This was really a suprise for Rian
and I. After the 6 hour bus trip over some massive
mountain we arrive at Krui at 3:30pm. We check
out some places in town and everything looked very
average. Rian spoke to a guy at the store and he
recommended sunset losmen. So off we went looking
for this place.
We rode down the street, following the signs until
we saw a surfboard with welcome to Sunset Losmen
written on it. Rinaldi the owner was out the front and
invited us in, Luckily there was one more room free
and in we went.
There were 6 bungalows all with surfers in them,
Americans, Germans, and one South African and
now 2 crazy Australians. There was a break right
outside the front and dinner was on in 1 hour.
Welcome to paradise once again.

Day 51 Krui
It’s great to finaly be in Krui, not really the way I had
planned. The coastline that we just traveled on with
the bus is some of the most beautiful in Indonesia and
according to the lonely planet guide there are wild
elaphants. It is dissapointing to have used the bus, but
things happen that arn’t planned for and we have to
keep moving or else we run out of days on our visa.
This morning I was so excited about surfing I wanted

to get out as early as possible. I kept waking up and
looking at the time. I think I got up at 3am, then 4am,
then finally it was light enough to surf at 5:30pm. I
jumped out and hit the small 2 foot surf, breaking
over some sharp coral. Only me out and I watched the
sunrise over the huge range we had come over on the
bus, very awsome.
Again we get 3 meals a day and this makes the
experience that much better. You work up an appetite
surfing 3 times a day and the food taste so good.

Day 52 Krui
Today we see the swell dieing off to only 2ft, very
small out the front. I have another 3 surfs today
and Rian is out of action because of his cuts and
still slowly recoving from the Food Poisoning. His
appetite is coming back which is good and should be
better soon.
The guys at the surf camp tell us of the other waves in
the area, The peak, Sumatran Pipeline and Wayjambu
which is one of the longest waves in Sumatra. We
decide to check them out tomorrow.

Day 53 Krui
Welcome to Krui. Today sees Rian on the motorbike
and myself on the bicycle. We head up the peninsular
for about 1 km to find a wave called the Peak. It is
a perfect A-frame wave, sort ride and hollow tube
perfect for bodyboarding.
With Rian unable to surf he was the designated
camera man. I headed out over many sea urchins, in
perfect clear water. Unfortunately the waves wern’t
working with only 1ft of swell, very very small, but
still a fun wave all to myself.
After that we set out around the point to find bigger
and better waves. In the area are waves like Sumatran
Pipe and Wayjambu, all epic waves. With me on the
push bike going 20km/hr and Rian on the motorbike,
going was slow, so Rian went ahead to find the wave.
All he found was more and more road so we decided
to head back for lunch.
Later that afternoon we chilled at the losmen and I
did some snokelling.

Above: The Peak
Left: Rian filming

Top Left: Hitching a ride in a coal truck
Top Right: 3 hours of climing for a needed rest break.
Bottom Left: Accomodation in Krui.

Day 54 Krui to Kota
Agung
The past few days had been a great time for my
wounds and food poisoning to heal and recover. There
was now a big push on the bikes to get to Jakarta.
After speaking with the owner of the surf losmen
in Krui we found that our original plan to cycle in
the proposed direction was longer and harder. We
therefore aimed to continue down the coast and take
the main road north towards the town of Kota Agung.
After an early start we had cycled 25kms in just
over an hour and we’re making up great time. After
traveling for so long, I think Dylan and I were both in
silly moods and not much talking was done.

We eventually found somewhere for lunch by the
60km mark and had a small squabble about nothing.
This nothing fight was a build up of living and
traveling with each other for so long. Unfortunately
when traveling the way we are most of your decision
making process needs to involve the other and after
a big push that morning and into the heat of the
afternoon we both fell silent and pushed on to s mall
village where we failed to learn and find any form of
accommodation. After speaking with the local police
they informed us of a popular truck rest stop the local
drivers used. It included free Mandi’s, dinner and a
thatched open-roofed floor
. After refueling and relaxing, the 90km day we
had just completed was a great accomplishment
considering we hadn’t done a decent cycling in a a
number of days. Dylan then suggested that rather
than spending the night at the truck stop, we try and
hitch a ride over the forthcoming ‘Mountain of Death’
and seek a bed in the larger town of Kota Agung.
We translated our way onto a coal truck. The gear
was thrown in the back on lumps of black coal and
we jumped in the cab. It was now 6pm and we made
our way slowly up the steep mountain. After nodding
several times in the large cab of the truck we woke
to find ourselves in a deserted town at 11pm. We
unloaded the gear, set up the bikes and hoped to find
an open hotel. We eventually found a small hotel
offering A/C and a large mattress which was perfect.
We headed straight for bed after what had been one
of the longer days we had traveled on this trip.

Day 55 Kota Agung

we were to tackle a big 15km mountain after which
resulted in a long and relaxing downhill. Knowing
what to expect gave us some comfort and we readily
prepared for the next day.

Day 56 Kota Agung to
Knowing what to expect was of a great comfort to me.
We turned the corner of the hotel and began the long
and steady accent into the mountains. Several stops
for water and filming took place which broke the
climb up. A great accomplishment was felt when we
reached the top and began to see the long downhill
ahead of us. We eventually found ourselves rolling
into our hotel for the night by about 2pm.
Surprisingly this hotel/resort was a popular tourist
destination for Indonesian travelers and included a
50m swimming pool. We jumped into the chlorine
filled pool and cooled off, keeping in mind it was a
Muslim town meaning we were required to keep our
clothes on - here we managed to kill two birds with
one stone and wash our smelly cycling clothes whilst
bathing.

Day 57 to Bandar
Lampung
Our routine over the past 2 months has become
systematic. Wake up, take care of business, breakfast,
pack the bags/bikes, find out how far to go, plug
in the Ipod and set off. So once again we were off
aiming for the final destination in Sumatra - Bandar
Lampung. Bandar Lampung is the major hub
between Sumatra and Java for travelers which made
it a rather big town with many hotels, restaurants and
western food. After my food poisoning a few weeks
ago I had been struggling to get back into the swing
of eating any sort of rice.

Today was spent sleeping in. Running short of money
we decided to find an ATM to realize it did not
accept our cards. Dylan then hired a local motorcycle
and sped off to the next town. One benefit of his
Money finding mission included a look into the
So Dylan and I decided to head straight for Pizza
terrain and distance we could expect to be tackling the
Hut and demolish a large pizza each. To be able to eat
following day.
cheese was an incredible taste for me. We only had a
short ride and after checking in to our final hotel in
Reports had good and bad news. Straight off the bat
Sumatra we went in search of the bus/ferry service

which would take us to Jakarta
. That evening saw us demolishing burgers and steak our red meat dream. When we left the restaurant we
came across a small concert in the shopping mall.
As Dylan went to collect the camera I was
approached by a reggae influenced man who claimed
to be a performer. Sure enough after an interesting
conversation he jumped up and stage an performed
his tribute to Bob and Ziggy Marley after which
he kindly dedicated the song to his new Australian
friends, ‘Rian and Dylan’. We listened on and felt that
it was the perfect end to Sumatra.
Adrian then chatted with us further after his concert
and was interested to keep in contact. Dylan and I
both joked that it would be great if we could time
with the release of his upcoming album a soundtrack
for our movie. We mentioned this briefly and he
seemed interested which opened up the door for us to
work together. We will keep you guys updated with
this latest news and hope to be able to introduce you
to Adrian and his band throughout our final movie.

Day 58 Bandar
Lampung
Dylan was keen to check the sites and visit some
historical landmarks that Bandar Lampung is known
for. In the 1800’s the island volcano of Krakatau
erupted and is reported to be the closest the Earth
came to being destroyed by such an eruption. It killed
over 40,000 people in Sumatra and created 40m tidal
waves. The noise of the eruption was reported to be
heard by a local sheriff on an island community off
the coast of Africa.
The Krakatau monument was of a buoy that was
pushed several kilometers inland was preserved to
highlight the power of the eruption. However when
we arrived at the monument, it was far less than
impressive. It had graffiti and paint on with odd colors
that really made the buoy and waste of time in my

eyes unfortunately. We then proceeded to cycle back
up the steep hill to the comfort of our A/C hotel.

Day 59 Bandar
Lampung to Jakarta
We jumped on the bus/ferry service today which
would take us all the way into Jakarta. After a great
day of talking and reflection of the past two months,
Dylan and I were looking forward to a dose of
Singapore and keen to get onto Java and complete
our adventure. We found a local hostel in a popular
backpacker area in Jakarta recommended by our new
friend Adrian. After dumping the bikes and bags we
headed out for dinner which soon turned into a great
night out with some traveling Canadian girls we had
met. It was Indonesia Independence day and all of
Indonesia was celebrating. It was as if they knew we
were coming and had thrown a massive party for us.
We drank into the wee hours of the morning enjoying
the festive night.

Day 60 Jakarta
Today was spent nursing our hangovers after what
had been a great night in Jakarta. We then slowly
began to organize our travels for the next few days
and a storage place for our bikes and gear.

The same climb that took us 3 hours.

Day 61 Jakarta to
Singapore
Today we were off to Singapore and raring to go.
After a transfer to the airport we stocked up on
Duty Free and magazines to keep us entertained in
Singapore whilst we would be waiting for our visa to
be processed. The short flight took us to Singapore
International Airport where we got a first hand look
at the beautiful city that is Singapore - the major
South East Asian hub for travelers. We caught the
MRT (subway) to our hostel where we checked into
the Rucksack Inn and began meeting other fellow
worldly travelers.

Day 62 Singapore
Dylan – Waking up with a headace and toothace, I
knew one of my teeth is in trouble. I tested out the
travel insurance and made the international call. They
couldn’t advise me on a dentist in the area, but said I
can claim if seeing the dentist is to releave immediate
pain. It was just that.
Up I went to the dentist on the 29th floor of a huge
sky-scraper, after a few xrays he recommended he
extract one of my wisdom teeth and do two fillings.
The indonesian diet must have push it over the edge.
This is not what I had planned for Singapore. I was
ment to be relaxing and sorting out another visa. Four
hours later, one tooth is gone, two new fillings and the

After our climb we found a resort with a full size
siming pool, rian getting mobed by the local teenagers.

entire left side of my mouth numb. The good news is
that I got it done in Singapore,not Indonesia and that
the pain is now gone.

experience. I wanted to start up a conversation, just
say Hi how are you. But everyone traveled in silence.
Reminded me of the movie scene from Crocodile
Dundee in LA.

I got back to the hostel in some shock, couldn’t
believe I had to get a tooth removed. That afternoon
we head into town to see a movie. One of the luxuries
Today we try to sort out a Visa. We head to the
we had both been missing. It was such a shock to be
in such an advanced city, from being in Indonesia only embassy, but get refused because we don’t have a plane
ticket booked in or out of Indonesia. Its hard to know
a 30min plane ride away.
when we will have to leave the country when you
don’t have a visa.
As we jumped on the metro, I was expecting the
usual Indonesian small-talk conversations. Where are We resort to the contact that Rick had given us. He
was in China town, only walking distance from the
you going? Where are you from? From being starred
Rucksack Inn. It was a travel agency. We told him
at in public, to being completely ignored was a new

Day 63 Singapore

that we wanted a 60 day visa and he organized a
sponsor from bali for us. Done in about10 minutes, It
would be ready on Monday. It was Friday so we had
the weekend to do many things.
If you are on a budget, Singapore is not the place to
get stuck. Everything is like Australian prices and the
beer prices are ridiculous. $15 singapore dollars for a
scooner. That’s about the same as Australian dollars.

Day 67 Singapore to
Jakarta
Arriving back in Jakarta is just as exciting as landing
in Banda Aceh, only this time we knew what to
expect. And knowing we have a 2 month visa to get
to bali is a relief, rather than 30 days. We land at 3pm
and get the 45min taxi to Jalan Jacksa in the middle
of Jakarta, the street with all the backpackers. I’m
really hoping the owner of the backpackers hasn’t
sold the bikes. We arrive and they are still there with
all our excess luggage and bodyboards, everything
couldn’t be better. Ready to take on Java we are both
in good spirits.

Above: Singapore wheel and skyline.
Left: Drinking at the backpackers, Rucksack Inn.

W E S T J A VA
C i m aja

We were aiming for Cimija, a world renowned surf destination known specifically for Ombok Tujuh (Seven
Waves). Only 13kms later we found ourselves taking an unexpected detour after several locals had asked if
we were visiting the apparent surf destination named Sawarna. We soon found ourselves cutting through rice
paddies, and crossing rope bridges to stumble across a surf losman with several surfers. The home stay was run
by a local family. For just under $20 you were provided your own room with mozzie net, a mandy, 3 unbelievable
meals a day, and all the water and banana fritters you could eat. The wave itself was just a short stroll through the
cow paddock and across the unusually placed desert terrain.

Day 68 Jakarta to
Carita Beach
We wake up at 10am, rather late and I feel a bit grogy
after the beers we had. We head out for breakfast and
find that many cafes and restaurants are closed for
Ramadan, the holy fasting month for Muslims. We
pack the bikes and I make small talk with a German
at the hostel.
We head for Kalideres bus station, its on the other
side of the city. I’m not sure on the distance to the
station but we find the right road. Everyone we ask
says straight ahead. We cycle for 1 hr and don’t find
the station. Still everyone promises us that its around
the next corner. Rian gets annoyed and we are both
a bit confused as to where the station is. We end up
catching a taxi for 400 000 rupiahs to the West Java
coast. 4 hours later we make it to Carita beach and it
is deserted.

Day 69 Carita Beach
We checkout the tourist information on Krakatoa
(Volcanoe Island between Sumatra and Java) and
Panitain Island home to One palm point. Both trips
are very expensive US$ 100 – 300 per day and we
decide that this is way over budget. Instead we ended
up walking to a waterfall nearby.

Day 70 Carita to
Malingping 92km
Officially starting our cycling today we are headed for
the town of…, well we arn’t sure. We know we haven’t
cycled for a week and must take it easy for our first
day, ease the legs into it.

Finally hit the south coast road in west Java,
really windy.

By lunch time we are cycling through towns that
are mostly deserted. Everyone is indoors fasting for
Ramadan, and it’s a bit hard to find food and drink.
We do 50km and are both pretty tired, we ask many
people for a place to spend the night and eventually
go to the police stating and ask if we can stay there.
They are very friendly and give us water and food.
They then phone there superior and ask if we can

stay the night, they say they can’t be seen housing
foreigners by the local people, they won’t like that.
They say there is a hotel at Malingping which is 43
km away and by now it is 2pm. So I convince Rian
that we should push for that town.
The terrain is reasonably hilly with slow winding
roads. I hit the outskirts of the town first. While
waiting for Rian, I start getting quite a crowd

around be, checking out the bike and asking me
many questions. One guy sees that I have a bracelet
similar to his, and he insists we swap. It’s 5pm now
and everyone now is out and about buying food and
preparing there dinner. They are all in good spirits
laughing and smiling, it’s great. Rian soon joins
me and we ride into town with a few motorcyclists
following. We find the hotel and crash. To get dinner
a policemen helped us out and took me on the back
of his motorbike to get some chicken and rice. Mmm
chicken is so good.

Day 71- Cassette
issues
The next morning we woke to find my rack was
broken and my cassette was acting up. It wouldn’t
allow me to cycle by running the chain through
in both directions. In other words it wouldn’t grip.
I found a local motorcycle mechanic and tried to
explain to him in sign language the problem. It
fixed it temporarily before the problem persisted. I
found another mechanic who seemed to recognise
the problem. He suggested we visit his mate who
was more of a bicycle specialist. After tinkering
around and pulling the cassette apart several times
we failed to fix the problem and I learned to live with
it. The morning had been long and I was getting the
impression that Dylan was growing impatient. We
cycled into Baya and found one of the cheaper hotels
on this trip. 35,000 Rp each, a fried chicken dinner
and an all night prayer saw us settle in.

A kind kid held up my bike while I got a
photo of Rians bags on my bike.

Rian trying to
explain that
his cassette
is broken.
Something
got lost in
translation.

Day 72- Getting
sidetracked
We were aiming for Cimija, a world renowned surf
destination known specifically for Ombok Tujuh
(Seven Waves). Only 13kms later we found ourselves
taking an unexpected detour after several locals had
asked if we were visiting the apparent surf destination
named Sawarna. We soon found ourselves cutting
through rice paddies, and crossing rope bridges to

stumble across a surf losman with several surfers. The
home stay was run by a local family. For just under
$20 you were provided your own room with mozzie
net, a mandy, 3 unbelievable meals, and all the water
and banana fritters you could eat. The wave itself was
just a short stroll through the cow paddock and across
the unusually placed desert terrain.
Today I paddled out to find only 2 others surfing.
I managed an epic 4.5hr surf before retiring and
refuelling. As I came in I found Dylan parked up

under a tree with the video camera recording my
every move.
Another lazy day of surfing, reading and eating. We
had met many travelling surfers here as we tried to
grasp an understanding of what we could expect in
the next few weeks. Dylan was persistent to start a
fire for some reason, so we headed to the beach before
dinner and attempted our bonfire which lasted all of
8 minutes. We were off again on the bikes tomorrow

so we hit the sack early and prepared for an early start.
I woke at the wee hour of 5.30am, as planned and
found Dylan fast asleep. I woke him and pushed for
him to get his bike loaded and breakfast eaten. After
some quick photos with our new friends we pedalled
off into the humid morning not knowing what to
expect on this day. Mixed reports indicated we would
take the short cut, however little did we realise it
involved the hardest mountains we had seen yet.
Only a 45km journey to Cimija took as a staggering

Not much to do but talk surfboards with the locals.

Rian catching up on some reading, eating, sleeping, surfing, reading and relaxing.

8 hours. Dylan and I both agreed it was the hardest day yet. The hills we came across were not possible to
cycle up due to the steep gradient. The 45kms was spent walking/pushing our heavy bikes. We had many water
breaks and by late morning I was feeling the heat and minor dehydration. My bladder or kidneys were hugely
affected which resulted in an intense pain for most of the day. It really slowed me down and made the day
tough.

shack began to rock and sway, we soon realised there was no truck. The power turned off and fittings started
falling from the walls. It was an earthquake. I’ve never seen Dylan move so quickly, he was out of his chair and
in the street before I could even grasp what was happening. I soon followed him out to a panic in the street.
We had just experienced our first earthquake, something which oddly felt like you were standing on a boat in
the ocean.

Sure enough after 4 hours of this what seems impossible day, my attitude started to slip and Dylan and I were
once again annoyed with each other over the pettiest reasons. Later in the day I found my brakes had worn out
which resulted in a lot of hard work pushing up hills, but no reward by riding down them. I had the walk down
every hill in case my brakes were needed, and I wasn’t having another fall – like Padang.

We had met a local surfer named Sandy who was very interested in our trip. He took me to a local Karaoke bar
for a few drinks one night. The trip home on the back of his scooter was one I’ll never forget. The following
day he managed to convince us to see this unique cave in the local area. We found ourselves at the entrance
to this huge cave waiting for something. Within moments, hundreds and hundreds of bats had woken from
their sleep and made their way out of the cave and into the evening sky. This natural phenomenon was an
unbelievable sight to see and we soon found ourselves dodging the bat droppings, which we learnt were quite a
valuable resource.

With my bladder infection making the day very uncomfortable I was in constant need for the bathroom. At
one point I even resorted to asking a local to show me the nearest toilet which just so happened to be in a
Muslim School. He spoke with the principle who was more than happy to allow me to use his private toilet.
I spent what seemed like hours in there and even went back for a second attempt. Very grateful of their
hospitality, I had to catch up to Dylan.
To end this day I managed to get a puncture in my tyre and was lucky enough to find a mechanic with a spare
tube. We eventually found each other again and found our hotel for the next week where we would recover
and surf. Dylan and I both retired early that night to the comfort of our beds and enjoyed a well deserved sleep
after what was by far the hardest day of our lives.
Cimaja has been hyped up by the guide books and fellow surfers as a great surfing community. Dylan and I
decided to spend a week here getting as many waves as possible. As each day passed, the forecast was looking
more and more bleak. Spending money in a town and doing nothing seemed like a waste. We managed to stay
at popular hotel run and operated by an Australian man. It turned into a week of indulgence with flowing beer,
food and satellite television (which showed the latest football games from back home).
One day we decided to get some quality updating done on our blog and hit the local internet café. Mid way
through a paragraph you felt the distant rumbling of a large semi trailer truck speeding past. As the wooden

The remainder of the week was spent reading books and waiting for the swell. One evening, two Irish lads had
moved into the room next to us. We soon learnt they were on their own surf and filming adventure. They were
on the search for waves and planned on living off the land. They had their tents, fishing rods and machetes
ready to go and were heading down to the remote jungles of Java in search of bliss. We exchanged stories that
night as fellow adventurists.
We finally made the decision to keep cycling and get back on the road. We cycled into the mountains and
headed for Slikubumi. What was thought to be a small town turned into quite a big city. As we tried to
navigate our way through the hectic traffic, a local man offered to take us to a hotel. He stayed for the evening
where we talked about each other’s lives and learnt he was a doctor. He was desperate for a few photos
convinced we would be superstars one day.
On the road again Dylan set the pace as we headed towards Cianjar. The views we saw on this incredible road
were out of this world. A massive volcano came into sight and as we edged closer, it showed off its mighty
height.

Beach at Sarwarna during sunset.

Dylan with tripod in hand.

Dylan and Rian with family who own the bike shop that fixed
Rians cassette

Rian eating up the Km’s on Java, volcano in background.

We set off again today with a downhill most of journey. For a few weeks now, my bike had been very
temperamental. The cassette would sometimes not allow me to cycle. The chain would not catch and as a result
my legs would go in cycles with no momentum. Imagine when you’re on a bicycle and you pedal backwards,
this was happening to me in the opposite direction. I simply couldn’t pedal. I rolled into a local bike shop we a
man named Barry was labelled as the best bicycle mechanic in town. We dismantled my carefully loaded bike
and let him at it. Within moments he had managed to balance the bicycle on his lap as he rode his scooter off
into the distance. Within the hour he has returned with my bicycle fixed and running like new. Sometime had
been wasted today with the delay in fixing my bike, so Dylan and I made a big push to get to Bandung before
night. We cycled past granite mine, the trees were covered in the white dust which painted the picture of snow.
Quite a sight. Using our travelling bible, The Lonely Planet, we found a popular hostel with backpackers called
By Moritz.

We were now on the road to Pangandaran, a relatively unknown surfing town. Popular with local tourists, this
town boasted a natural wonder known as The Green Canyon. We found a small home stay with westerners and
fellow surfers. We decided to part ways for a day as Dylan cycled a further 35kms to a local surf break and I
enjoyed some time to myself. Luckily I spent the day in town as I soon learnt of the road ahead. The local ferry
to cross the river was no longer in service and I managed to find local outrigger which could take us on the
four hour journey.

Bandung is the second largest city in Java and well known for its factory outlets and discount clothing stores.
All the big brands could be found here. Dylan and I were both keen for a new wardrobe as we had been
living in the same clothes for over two months now. My weight loss began to show and some smaller more
appropriate clothes were needed. Later that evening I convinced Dylan to see a popular cultural show which
was strongly recommended. It highlighted the arts in Indonesia and showcased a puppet show followed by
singing and dancing. Audience participation was expected and Dylan was handpicked from the crowd to give a
sterling performance.
Reflecting on our travels so far, Dylan and I were both very happy with the notion that we had managed to
cycle throughout java without the use of any transport. We had come back from Singapore with a new outlook
on the trip and every day was getting better and better.
With that in mind we soon learnt of Java’s biggest mountain range ahead of us. We both agreed to pack the
bikes up and experience a new form of travel, the infamous Java train. After purchasing the tickets and paying
a local security man to keep an eye on our bikes in the forward carriage, we settled in for the 4 hours midnight
train journey through the mountains. As the train came a holt in a ghost town, there was no indication as to
whether this was out stop or not. Dylan jumped off quickly to investigate. We soon learnt that it was Banjar,
our next stop. The bikes came off the train in one piece and we scrawled the deserted town for accommodation.

I made my way to the Green Canyon where I met up again with Dylan. We made our way along the green
coloured fresh water through the canyons and canopy of rainforest until we came to a dead end. Stripping
down to my board shorts we then proceeded to make our way to the waterfall by swimming and climbing the
smoothed rocks. After finding the waterfall, you could help but feel like you were in a natural wonder. We the
made our way back to the boat by allowing the flow of the water to carry us down. The cool fresh water was
very refreshing. Mid way we found a large rock which you could climb to the top. Once at the top, if you had
the courage, you could take the plunge into the water below. This exhilarating feeling topped of this incredible
day out.
A new day and we were back on the bikes. I instantly began to notice the changes in me, both physically and
mentally. I would think back to those first few weeks in Sumatra when I even considered giving up. I enjoy
this so much! We jumped on the pre organised diesel powered canoe and followed the estuaries to Cilacap. We
could see the local children playing in the river and the vibrant fishing communities along the way.
The next morning we set off with our sights set on Kebuman, about 100kms away. I was cameraman for the
day. Compared to the first few months, I was no longer thinking negatively and could only think positive
thoughts and the future. I was loving where I was and what I was doing. Once again, I really began to see and
feel the mental and physical changes in me. I was loving it, and I could tell so was Dylan.
Yogajakarta was the next port of call. Known as the cultural capital of Indonesia, this vibrant and artistic
city was making leaps and bounds compared to other Indonesian cities. Their ‘Bike to Work’ program was
unique and by chance we met a local bicycle enthusiast. He helped us navigate through the city to the Artistic
Losman, which was by far the best accommodation we had stayed at so far. The unique and bizarre artwork and
design of the hostel was incredible.

Above: Kids look onto Dylans fully packed bike
Right: Green Canyon, boats are docked waiting for the
tourists to return from swim/trek

I woke this morning and treated myself to a well
needed massage. Dylan had researched a local
Buddhist temple which is world heritage listed.
Borobudur is the world’s largest Buddhist temple
located the world’s largest Muslim populated
country. It just shows the diversity and understanding
Indonesians have for each other. This temple was of
epic proportions and a sight I will never forget. It was
fascinating to learn more about Buddhism.
Today was tattoo day. I had several ideas in mind, but
once I met with my rock’n’rolla tattoo artist I settled
on a very unique Indonesian design. 4 hours in the
chair later and I had some permanent body art to help
represent my incredible adventure through Indonesia.
I had almost convinced Dylan to take the plunge,
however it would be appear Dylan is not the tattooing
type.
Dylan woke me late at about 8.45am. We packed up
and said our goodbyes to our new friends. We were
pedalling for Wonosari, about 45kms away. After a
number of hills and another flat tyre we bumped into
two westerners who were travelling by motorcycle.
They had been living in Indonesia for some time and
were doing a week long ride to keep them occupied
of the Eid period – a week long holiday after the holy

month of Ramadan. The informed us of the roads
ahead and the vibrant coastal town of Pacitan – a
secret, yet, up and coming surf destination.
We had a tough day today cycling some hills as we
made our way to the coastal town of Pacitan. Once
we turned the mountainous corner we could see the
town below. A reasonable size town filled with many
holiday makers escaping the inland heat and seeking
the ocean breeze. Once we descended, we found it
difficult to find accommodation that wasn’t already
booked out due to the Muslim national holiday. We
pedalled towards the ocean and met a local who was

Above: Dylan and Rian on Borobudur temple

Borobudur temple, Central Java.

Above: Rian changing a flat tyre, during ede
celebrations/traffic
Left: Sunburn and new tattoo don’t mix.

acting as a surfing guide to three Western Australian
surfers. We found their small bungalow nestled
amongst the farm land and deserted beach. Wild
buffalo grazed nearby as we waited for the guys to
return from their surf adventure. They returned and
invited us to set up our tents for the next two nights.
This was the first time we used the tents and a real
shame we hadn’t used them more often. Camping is a
great way to live in the outdoors. We cooked up tuna
and rice for dinner on the fire and bathed from the
local well.

After two nights of camping we had a few days of big
cycling ahead of us. We were headed inland to a town
called Malang. We had hill after hill, and valley after
valley. These days were a real test to how fit we were.
The heat was extraordinary. Constantly dripping with
sweat, the next 3 days were dedicated purely to cycling
in land towards Mt Bromo, a national park consisting
of several volcanoes, active and inactive including
Indonesia’s highest peak. We were completing big
Km’s each day averaging over 100 kms by the end of
each day.

Best camp setup ever, Pacitan beach, Java

Hills heading for Malang, away from the coast.

Dylan and Rian resting with a 1 day off to surf and relax

I started to notice a change in mindset in Dylan and
in myself. Dylan was craving the sea and the ocean,
and I was starting to thrive and live for the adventure
of cycling. In a sense you could feel this trip was
starting to change us as people, we were evolving or
growing as people as our priorities started to change
and our values and perspective differed now compared
to only a couple of months ago.

Rians arm with a lot of sweat.

We arrive in Malang and organise transport up to the
Crater of Mount Bromo. We enjoy to scenic drive up
the volcano and mainly notice the change in peoples
faces, the environment and the temperature. It is
significantly cooler and I resort to buying a locally
made cloth used in many ways around the neck and
head to keep warm. We talked over a quite dinner
about the following day and decide that rather than
going back down the volcano and retracing our steps
to continue on our adventure towards Bali, we would
cycle across the crater and save ourselves a few days
cycling. We spoke with the hotel owner and organised

2000km done, only 800 more, East Java

East J a va
M t Br omo

Indonesian tourists seeing Mt Bromo

motorcycles and others drive.
As the horses pulled up, our guides inform us we
have 45mins otherwise they will leave without us. I
still don’t quite know what it is we are doing, visiting
a spot for a really nice sunrise doesn’t seem like this
much effort should be required. “Where do we go?”,
I asked my guide. He pointed up and as I turned
around to see my final destination, I was confronted
by a strong smokey cloud which as it cleared in
patches occasional I could see people walking high up
some stairs.
I couldn’t understand where they were climbing too.
I walked closer to the base of the stairs and simply
started following the other weary eyed travellers. I
for a tour in the early morning to horse ride across the saw people of every nationality. Suddenly a familiar
“Sand Sea” to a peak in the centre of the crater.
smell wafted across. The pungent smell of rotten eggs
Mount Bromo, is an active volcano and part of the
reminded my instantly of our time months ago in
Tengger massif, in East Java, Indonesia. At 2,329
Berastagi where we trekked the volcano in Northern
metres (7,641 ft) it is not the highest peak of the
Sumatra. I began to climb the Hindu temple (Poten)
massif, but is the most well known. The massif area is at the foot of the mountain. From the temple a steep
one of the most visited tourist attractions in East Java, path of 250 concrete steps leads to the edge of the
Indonesia. The volcano belongs to the Bromo Tengger crater and a precarious meter-wide ledge from where
Semeru National Park. The name of Bromo derived
you can gaze into the steaming crater. I sat there with
from Javanese pronunciation of Brahma, the Hindu
about 60 others. There are no fences or rope to stop
creator god.
you from falling into the crater or back down the side
of the steep mountain. We took several photos before
Mount Bromo sits in the middle of a vast plain called finding a nice rocky spot.
the “Sea of Sand”, a protected nature reserve since
1919. The typical way to visit Mount Bromo is from
The temperature was cold and was a welcome change
the nearby mountain village of Cemoro Lawang.
to our normally humid cycling days. With what
The alarm wakes us at 3:30am and we stagger out of
little clothes we owned at this point we were rugged
bed and wonder down the stairs and meet our guide
up as much as possible. We sat waiting and talking,
outside in the freezing temperatures. The pitch black
reflecting on our journey and where we were. Then,
darkness of the early morning makes me weary about looking towards the east, you began to see a slight
where we are going and what we are doing.
slither of sunshine pear its head over the adjacent
My horse seems more like a pony as my bigger
size seems too much for it, yet its legs hold out and
manage to carry me down from the craters edge into
the crater bottom of the volcanic park. For about
20mins, we waddle through the sand towards a dark
shadow in the distance. As we get closer I start to
recognise the shapes of other people making the trek
across in the dark by walking, some scoot by on their

mountain crater.

At this altitude and time of the day, it was quite
simply the most beautiful sunrise I have ever
witnessed. There was something so divine and
spiritual about the next 15 minutes. Complete silence
loomed throughout the travellers as we all sat in awe.
Time was frozen and life was amazing!
On our way back to our guest house we set our sights

Dylan putting away the camera while cycling Sea of Sand around Mt Bromo

Rian riding the path because the sand track is to hard to navigate.

Rian on a horse, ready to head back to the village.

towards the remainder of the day. We were to reflect,
collect our belongings and cycle over the sea of sand
towards the south of the National Park where we
would cycle down and continue our journey back
towards the southern coastline of Java. Ahead over the
next fews days we would be cycling many kilometres
to our next surf destination, G-Land!
The sand of the National Park was soft and impossible
to cycle, so immediately we started pushing. Instantly
we felt the heat of the day beat down on us, a rapid
change from the early morning frost. Mini sand
storms would race around the barren desert like
landscape and catch us.
The scenery was spectacular as we pushed past Mt
Bromo and made our way around the crater. In the
distance you could just make out the outer wall as it
continued around the corner. We had directions to
a single road that would lead us out of the sand trap
and onto bitumen road once again. We found the
road and struggled to cycle up the steep incline. Once
reaching the top, the view back towards where we
had come from was nothing short of inspiring. To see
what you had accomplished was an amazing reward.
Suddenly the temperature dropped again and we were
cycling through lush country side. It reminded me of

the United Kingdom with small pastures everywhere
and big green trees. We decided to camp here for the
night and found a great spot by a local lake.
Dylan failed to start a camp fire as everything was so
wet, followed by my failed attempt. To keep ourselves
entertained we decided to set off some firework we
had purchase earlier in the week. The night in the tent
was freezing cold. I slept wearily and got up early to
warm up and see in the sunrise. The lake had a thick
fog over the water, a beautiful scene. A quick breakfast
and we were off again on the bike down the hill.
According to local signs and our maps we expected
about a 55km downhill. Along the way we spotted
monkeys and exotic birds. Every few moments
you could feel the temperature rising again as we
descended down the National Park. Layer upon layer
would come off as we started to heat up, and before
we knew it, we were down to our customary lycra
shorts and singlet.
Dylan briefly mentioned at some point today that we
only had about two weeks to go before we reached
Bali. It came a a shock and reminder of where I was
and what I had accomplished. I didn’t want to stop, I
wanted to keep going. The notion of finishing the trip

Later in the morning cycling the sea of sand, Rian.

in a few weeks and with surely not too many cycle
days ahead I became weary of how long I had left and
had brief times of depression. Was I to go back to my
old life and pick things up where I left them?
The next few days were standard cycling days with
big distances, hot days, new faces and the reminder of
where we were cycling to. We stayed in Kember, the
last big town before we made tracks towards G-Land.
The anticipation was killing Dylan as he was keen
for some quality waves. I managed a phone call home
to speak with family. It had been a while and they
wished me good luck and congratulations.
Dylan was starting to show signs of discomfort and
fatigue. It had been almost 3 months of cycling and
the last few weeks had been intense with not many
days off. We left Kember and pressed on towards
Genteng. A huge climb was in our way and I
managed to cycle the entire range without stopping.
The view from the top was worth the climb. I am
so happy with my performance. After finding a
local hotel, I rang the kind folks at the G-Land surf
camp Joyo’s. They described a mud map to me which
we would use to navigate through the upcoming
rainforrest.

Early the next morning we set off in the rain and
headed south towards the South-East peninsular of
Java. It is a protected National Park and access in and
out is restricted with most surfers visiting the surf
breaks and camps direct from Bali across the ocean.
The day was only 25km, but hard as hell. Off road,
mud, rain, humidity and rocks made this a mentally
tough day. The rack on the back of my bike broke at
the screw connection near the hub of my rear tyre.
Bush mechanics played a part as I utilised twigs and
zip ties to hold it together.
This can be really frustrating as it continues to drag
down your day. I know know the importance of good
equipment and maybe more importantly, maintaing
it. We focused on some important filming beofre
finding the Joyo’s Surf Camp. We were welcomed to
a modern facility lcoated in the middle of the jungle.
A warm shower and some wholesome food can really
become a morale booster.
We spent the following two days surfing. Dylan was
in his element and thrived in this environment. It was
great to meet so many travellers from all around the
world.

G - La n d
Ea st Ja va

Rian in the Javanese Jungle on the road to G-Land

We decided to keep on trekking and had to make our
way north and back out of the same trail we came in
on. We were heading to Banguwangi where the ferry
would take us across to our final island destination of
Bali. After cycling on, we had time to reflect and the
physical movement of leaving one island and going
to another really affects your thoughts on where you
have come from and where you are going. We spent
the night at a local home stay where we discussed the
next few days as we were only a few days away from
Denpasar (Bali’s Capital).
A small day took us past some local markets and onto
Medewi. There was a wave out the front, good food
and great people. The reputation of Bali was starting
to appear as crowds of people and foreigners started
appearing.
We made our way over some rolling hills and stopped
for lunch in front of a sign that showed Denpasar
was only 15km away. This was the final run. We spent
most of the last few kilometres rolling downhill
through mayhem traffic where we took a side turn to
the coast and pedalled through Kuta. A local contact
had booked us a nice hotel room where we cleaned
ourselves up and headed out for a drink and a nice
meal.

G-Land on low tide, reasonably shallow.

Lines coming through at Gland

Bali
Impossibles

One of the biggest swells hit when we arrived in Bali, early October 2009

We travelled to some local surf spots over the next
day and decided we wanted to finish our adventure
at the Southern most point of Bali and an iconic
surfing destination. Uluwatu was world famous as it
sits under an impressive cliff face where restaurants,
and home stays and resorts all loom over the monster
wave.
We packed our bags for the last time and cycled the
18kms from Kuta to Uluwatu out of the hectic traffic
and into the rolling hills. The heat beamed down.

We pulled up to an empty farmland area where we
walked to the end of the paddock and found ourselves
overlooking the cliff of Uluwatu. We had done it.
Nearly 3000km in over 3 months, we had cycled
across Indonesia.
Following the south coast of Sumatra, Java and Bali,
we went in search of waves and found an adventure
of a lifetime. We opened up two bottles of Bintang
beer and enjoyed a celebratory drink as we poured
beer over each other and the bikes. The physical and
mental transformation we had both undergone is
something that will live with us forever.

2876Km cycled to the cliffs of Uluwatu

